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Open communication among the University family is scheduled
for noon Tuesdayinthe gym. The VeryRev. John A.Fitterer,S.J.,
president of S.U., will answer student questions at the ASSU open
student bodyassembly.
According to Tom Hamilton, ASSU president,a major purpose
of the assemblywillbe "totapstudent opinionon variousUniversity-
related subjects." The generalformat willbe questionsand answers.
Others available for questioning will be a member of the
board of trustees, Hamilton and Gary Meisenburg, 1966-67 ASSU
president.
All members of the Universitymay attend. A.A.Lemieux LibraryAwaits FormalDedication
REMEMBERING THOSE WHO HELPED: From left, the
Rev. Joseph E. Perri, S.J., vice president of University
Relations,SteveRobel, plant manager, and John R. Tale-
vich, University editor, mount memorial portraits on the
wall of the library's first floor auditorium.
P.E. Complex Drive Nets
Donations of $620,000
A totalof $620,000 in confirm-
ed pledges for the one million
dollar Physical Education and
Convocation Center Drive have
been received, announced the
Very Rev. JohnA.Fitterer, fJL,
president of S.U. today.
The drive beganlast February
andhasbeespersonally directed
by Fr. Ffttejwv
In addition toproviding need-
ed facilities for the "University
family" the center willbe avail-
able to young peoples' groups
such as the CYO and central
area organizations. It will be
open for these groupsunder S.U.
supervision during off hours.
The University is interested, as
the Seattle's leaders, in pro-
grams which promise to orient
children, particulary those from
thecentral areas toward contin-
ued education while providing
recreationand fitness programs.
Two major anonymousgifts of
$250,000 and $90,000 have been
contributed toward the goal. An
additional $160,000 in potential
giftshasnotyet beenconfirmed.
The drive will continue
throughnextyear to helpreduce
the $1,322,000 federal loan
awarded the project.
So far this year the directors
of the drive, Fr. Fitterer, the
regents and the S.U. develop-
ment office, have contacted the
corporate leaders of Seattle's
major business firms and foun-
dation benefactors of the Uni-
versity in search of funds. The
drive is being extended to in-
clude more of Seattle'sbusiness
community, alumnae, parents
and friends of S.U.
The balance of the $3,160,000
total cost will be met by an
$888,000 federal grant from the
Education office of the U.S. De-
partment of Health, Education
and Welfare.
The date for groundbreaking
has not been set yet. Construc-




To Speak on Campus
The former attorney general
of Alabama,Richmond Flowers,
will speak at 1p.m. Wednesday
inPigottAuditorium.Flowers re-
ceivednational recognitionwhen
he replaced the local prosecutor
in the Hayneville,Alabama trial
of Collie Leroy Wilkins, accused
slayer of civil rights worker,
Mrs. Viola Liuzzo. His stands
against violence and his investi-
gation of the Ku Klux Klan
garnered editorials and feature
articles in such publications as
Life, Look, Time, Newsweek
and New Republic.
Last spring Flowers opposed
Lurleen Wallace in the Demo-
cratic gubernatorial primary in
Alabama.
Flower's visit is being spon-
sored by the ne w1y formed
Puget Sound Political Union of
which S.U. is a member. RICHMOND FLOWERS
Lid Open, Cosh Poured In
In an unprecedented ac-
tion Sunday, the student
senate became the pub-
lisher of a newspaper.
Pat Curran, editor of "The
Open Lid," a lithographedopin-
ion sheet, appealedto the senate
for $80 to publish two more is-
sues. The money was granted
after some debate.
THERE WAS some apprehen-
sion among the senators that
they would be supportingan ide-
ology, but editor Curran denied
that the publication represents
any particular view.
The first issue of the "Open
Lid" contained an attack on
S.U.'s ROTC departmentas "un-
Christian," a review in support
of "Ramparts" editor Edward
Keating and a lengthy article
advocating freedom in the use
of drugs.
The Senate's action drew
angry comment from Bill Mur-
phy, editor of the conservative
sheet "Vox Populi," which was
forced from publication for lack
of funds.
"I QUESTION the constitu-tionalityof giving money to one
unchartered publication without
consideration of others repre-
senting different views," he
said.
Solons to Meet Sunday
To Discuss Two Bills
The Senatewill meet at 7 p.m.
Sunday in the Marycrest dining
room.
Under consideration will be a
resolution concerning the sus-
pension of club charters. The
resolution would provide that
the ASSU treasurer give a noti-
fication of pending suspension
to clubs that have a deficit of
$100 or more as of the end of
the fiscal year,1966.
If the ASSU treasurer is not
contacted by the delinquent or-
ganizations within two weeks
after the resolution is approved
by the Senate, the Senate would
then be able to take necessary
action on the request of the
ASSU treasurer.
The second Senate resolution
up for discussion will require
that a two-thirds majorityof the
senators be requiredto be pres-
ent for the Senate to repealany




Twenty pledges were initiated
into Scabbard and Blade Satur-
day night. Scabbard and Blade
is an ROTC honorary for cadets.
Those accepted are Martin
Ancich, Hugh Bangasser, Ed
Constantine. Jerry Cunningham,
Michael Dolan, John Dubrovin,
Robert Feser, James Fisher,
Bill Granville, James Griffin,
Alfred Hall, James Hardy, Ken
Hitch, Robert Klee, Michael
Mitchell, Wayne Puckett, John
Pyatt. John Radoll, John Rosell
and Carroll Wheeldon.
Classes Dismissed
There will be no classes
from 1:45 p.m.-3 p.m. today
to allow the faculty and stu-
dents to attend the dedication
of the A. A. LemieuxLibrary.
Fr.EdmundMorton,S.J.
Academic VicePresident





Library Special - 9, 10, 15, 16
Club Displays
Club displays should be up
by IIa.m. on Sunday, ac-
cording to Rob Bastasch,
chairman of University Day.
The student displays will be
on the malls in front of the
Engineering Building and in
front of the mall.
Incase of rain the displays




Three members of the S.U.
faculty were awarded substan-
tial salary raises by the Ac-
ademic Council April 10. In
addition, nine faculty members
received merit bonuses totalling
$1,000.
Fr. Leonard J. Kaufer, S.J.,
head of the philosophy depart-
ment, was awarded a perma-
nent salary raiseof $200, in ac-
cordance with a recommenda-
tion in the student Core Criti-
que.
DR. RICHARD DAVISON re-
ceived a $100 raise for a series
of articles in "Notes and Quer-
ies." "Literature and Psycholo-
gy" and the "Emerson Society
Quarterly."
A $35 raise was awarded to
Dr. Charles Schultz for his co-
authorship of an article "The
Multidimensional Scaling of a
Set of Artistic Drawings" in
"Multivariate Behaviorial Re-
search."
Dr. Andre L. Yandl received
a $500 bonus for his book "In-
troduction to University Mathe-
matics."
A $100 bonus award went to
Dr. David Downes for his two
articles on Victorian poetryand
a book review in "Renascence."
DR.RONALD ROUSSEVE re-
ceived $100 for his two papers
on the American Negro pub-
lished in the "National Catholic
Guidance Conference Journal."
A third $100 recipient was Dr.
Anita Yourglich for her two
articles "Constructing a Sibling
Systems Measurement Device"
in "Family Life Coordinator,"
and "A Four-Phase Study of
Value Homophily, Friendship,
Social Participationand College
Dropouts," in "Sociological An-
alysis."
Dr. Hayd en Mees was
awardeda $50 bonus for a case
study published in "Behavior
Research and Therapy." Dr.
Mees has donated the money to
the S.U. Research committee.
Also recipients of $50 bonuses
are Dr. John Spadley, for con-
tributions to the "Annual Bibli-
ography of English Language
and Literature," Dr. Cruz Men-
dizabal, for two articles in the
Spanish journal "Educadores,"
and Dr. Paul Ellis for "The
Changing Pattern of Washing-
ton's Industrial Development"
in "Progress," June 1966.
Photos On
Exhibition
A 23-day creative photography
exhibit featuring the works of
noted Seattle photographer
Chao-Chen Yang will be pre-
sented today through May 13 in
the A.A. Lemieux Library.
A master of photography,
Yang has won numerous photo-
graphic honors. Many of his
works have been selected for
permanent collections in mu-
seums throughout the U.S.
Joining Yang in exhibiting in
the libraryare his colleagues at
the photo agency, Dudley, Har-
din and Yang, John Hardin,
Roger Dudley, Scotty Sapiro,
JohnMoen, James Barlup, John
Walker and HerbFranklin.
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Official Notices
Students who have incompletes April 28 or the grade of "E" will
from winter quarter must offi- automatically be entered on the
dally remove the "I" grade by students record
-
M ... ,
next Friday. Obtain the incom- RpiLrar"
plete removal card from the Of- Registrar
fice of the Registrar, pay the re-
" " "
moval fee of $5 at the Office of Students planning to attend
the Treasurer, complete the class summer quarter are reminded to
work and submit the removal see {aculty advisers before the
sector" w!l? SFSF-JS:£ end ofMay. Registration numbers
return the card to the registrar, will be assigned as an approved
Incomplete removal cards bear- program of study is presented at
ing the grades earned will not be the Office of the Registrar. The
accepted from students. procedure must be completed be-
To be considered official, the for May 30.
incomplete removal card is to be Mary Alice Lee
filed in the registrar's office by Registrar
■25 ftiCanfusAT
N. *~~^y (By the authorof"RallyRound theFlag,Boys!",
%^S "Dobie Gillis,"etc.)
REQUIEMFOR A SQUARE
You, like any other lovable,clean-living, freckle-faced
Americankid, want tobe aBMOC. Howcan you makeit?
Well sir, there are several ways, none of which will
work.
You're toopuny to bean athlete,toolazy to beavaledic-
torian, and toohairy to run for Homecoming Queen.
Asforbecomingabest-dressedman,howareyou going
to buyclothes with amiser for a father?
Are youlicked then? Is there no way to makeBMOC?
Yes, there is!And youcan do it! Do what? This:
Become a hippie! Get cool! Get alienated! Have an
IdentityCrisis! Be oneof the Others!
How? Well sir, to becomeahippie, simply follow these
five simple rules:
1.Readallof Tolkien inthe originaldwarf.
2.Have your SophomoreSlump in the freshman year.






tar, enlargedpores, and thermalunderwear.
5.Attend Happeningsregularly.
This last item may require some explanation,for it is
possible that Happenings haven't reached your campus
yet.Beassured they willbecauseHappeningsare thebig-
gest college craze since mononucleosis.
A Happening,in case you don'tknow, is the first form-
less art form. Things just happen. For example,eighty
nakedmencome outand squirt each other withfire hoses
containing tinted yogurt. Then eighty more naked men
come out and light birthday candles in the navels of the
first eighty men. Then one girl, clothed, comes out and
pulls three thousand feet of sausage casing through her
pierced ear. Then eighty more naked men come out and
eata stationwagon.
There is, of course, a musical accompaniment to all
these fun things.Usuallyitis"Begin theBeguinel'played
by 26 trench mortars,a drop forge,and a rooster.
There used to be,some years ago,stillanother require-
ment for becomingahippie:aman had to have abeard.
But no longer. Beards were worn in the past not so
much as aprotest,butbecauseshaving wassuchapainful
experience.Then along came Personna Super Stainless
SteelBlades.
Today if you don't want to shave, well, that's your
hangup, isn't it,baby?Imean when you've got a blade
like Personna that tugs not neither does itscrape,what's
yourcopout,man?Imean like get with it;you're living
in thepast. Shaving used to hurt, used to scratch, used to
gouge,used to give you all kinds of static. But not since
Personna. It'sa gas, man.It's a doozy; it's mom's apple
pie.Youdig?
Imean, man, you still want a beard? Crazy! But you
don't have to turn your face into a slum, do you? Shave
around the bush,baby,neatlyand nicely withPersonna.
Imean like Personna comes in double-edge style and
Injector style too.Imean like any wayyou try it, you
gotta like like it. * " "
© 1967. tuShulman
Hey,man, like how aboutdoublingyour shavingcool?
Likehow aboutwilting those craay whiskers withsome
Burma-Shave? Like regular or menthol? Like have




here'syour chance to get
a running head start
inasuccessful career.
There'sonlyone hitch:it will take eight months of your time.
Butmeasuredagainst results, these eightmonths couldbe themost advanta-
geousones you'lleverspend.
If youhave the right qualifications— aB.A. orB.S. degreeand a genuine
interest insucceeding— youmay be oneof aselect group ofyoung menpartici-
patingin the newManagement InternshipProgram at SaranacLake in the
Lake PlacidareaofupstateNew York.
This unprecedentedprogramstarts in earlySeptember and is sponsoredby
the AmericanManagement Association— the world'slargest and foremost
non-profiteducationalorganizationdevoted toadvancing and sharing the
principlesof sound management throughout the entiremanagement com-
munity.Last year alonesome 1,800 separate AMA educationalprograms were
attendedby morethan100,000 managers representingsuch diverse fields as
business,education, labor,government, religion,public health, and thecom-
municationsmedia.
Everythingabout the Management InternshipProgramis unique.The
ManagementCenter whereyou'll liveand study is equipped with every recent
technical advancein educationalmethodology.The faculty isdrawn from
the nation's most gifted andsuccessful practicingmanagers. And the
curriculumis tailor-madeto the knowledgeevery beginningmanagerneeds
but few possess
— includingwell-developedleadershipskills...a sophisticated
understandingof the interrelationshipsbetweenbusinessandothersocial and
economic organizations...a thorough indoctrinationin the various phases
of management...and a firm graspof practicalbusiness techniques.
Inaddition,youwill have the invaluableopportunity toassociate with the
companypresidents,labor leaders,government officialsand other top-level
administratorswhoparticipatein AMA's regularlyscheduledmeetings.
It'sunlikely that thereis a managerat work today who wouldnot have
welcomedacomparableopportunity toget apracticalorientationinmanage-
mentbefore embarkingonhisdemandingcareer. Can you afford topassit up?
For furtherdetailson the Management InternshipProgram
-including
information onscholarships and fellowships-write to:
Dr. Robert I.Brigham
American Management Association, Inc.
The American Management Association Building
135 West 50thStreet, NewYork,N. Y. 10070
35 Frosh Coeds Tapped by Spurs
The Spurs, S.U.'s sophomore
women's honorary, initiated 35
new pledges this week. The
pledges will participate in var-
ious activities planned by their
pledge mistresses during,the
week.
One of the festivities planned
for the girls includes a songfest
at tonight's A Phi O and I.K.
meetings.
THE PLEDGES will spenl
Thursday evening busing trays
at Bellarmine and Marycrest
cafeterias. They will run Mary-
crest's elevators all day Sun-
day, University Day, in their
"uniform" cowboy hats and
spurs.
Pledge activities will come to
an end on April 30 when the
pledges will clean Jackson Golf
Course.
Pledge mistresses for the
Spurs are Mary Kay Williams
and Melody Morgan.
Newly admitted Spurs are
Marie Lynn, Rita Thomas, Liz
Martinez, Patty Ronan, Vicki
Artis, Lorna Frey, Jean Mal-
lette, Elaine Zehner, Myra
Bisio, Colleen Rounds and Cin-
dy Shively.
SUE BECKLEY,Patti Shank,
Margie MacDonald, Rosie Pen-
hallow, Marylyn Smith, Bar-
bara Ann Johnson, PauletteUto,
Mary Connally, Sue Sivyer, Vir-
ginia Umek and Liz Lovejoy.
Michelle Harvey, Molly Ann
Burger,Kathy Feeney,Louanne
Bisiack, Marcia Whalen, Lou
Antush, Adelaida Abiles. Bever-
ly Ringstad, Rosie Morrison,
Kathy Moriarty, Ellen Yagle,
Dickie Donahue and Karen
Rogers.
Activities Planned for Parents
In Weekend Campus Program
Inconjunction with the library
dedication, University students'
parents will be participating in
a Parents' Day program de-
signed to acquaint them with
university life and the campus
facilities Saturday.
Arrangements for the day are
under the direction of the ASSU
and the AWS, under the specific
direction of Kathy O'Rourke,
general chairman.
The day's program will begin
with registration in Bellarmine
Hall lounge.The day's activities
will include Mass in the three
residence halls for students and
their parents at 10 a.m.
At 12:30 p.m. parents of the
girls will meet inthe auditorium
of the A. A. Lemieux Library
and parents of sons will meet in
the Bannan Auditorium. These
sessions will include orientation
and discussion about campus
life.
At 2 p.m. parents are invited
to tour Underground Seattle or
visit the campusresidence halls.
Parents may join students for
dinner atCampionTower. From
8 p.m.-12:30 a.m. a semi-formal
dance for parents and students
will be in Bellarmine Hall. This
dance will be open to students
whose parents are not on cam-
pus, according to Kathy, pro-




may be raised in Washington,
D.C., this summer whenan S.U.
graduate joins the office staff
ofMontanaSenator LeeMetcolf.
The senator's newest sena-
torian intern is Sr. Jeanine Gil-
martin, a Collegeof Great Falls
assistant professor of political
science and an S.U. graduate.
The young nun will work as a
regular member of the office
staff handling correspondence,
researching legislation and an-
swering inquiries.
She is presently pursuing a
doctorate at Georgetown Uni-
versity.
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE:Members of the ASSU execu-
tive committee for 1967-68 are preparing for next year.
The appointments were made by Tom Hamilton, ASSU
president, and approved by the senate. Pictured from
left are: John Rogers, Jim Lynch and Mike Hutchinson.
Military Ball Theme
From Vergil's 'Aeneid'
The classical warrior will be
the central figure in the theme
of this year'sMilitaryBall at 9
p.m. tomorrow night in the
SpanishBallroomof the Olympic
Hotel.
The theme of the dance, taken




of arm and the man
— .
Special guests at the affair
will be the Very Rev. John A.
Fitterer, S.J., presidentof S.U,,
and Maj Gen. Howard McGee,
the adjutant generalof the state
of Washington. Gen. McGee will
crown Terri Shank ROTC Mili-
taryBall queen.
In the queen's court will be
Nancy Lovelace, Jo Donahue
and Sally Purcell. TERRISHANK
Summer Faculty Member
NamedTeacherof theYear
Miss Mary Esther Lassa, a
member of S.U.'s summer
School of Education faculty,has
been named Washington State
teacher of the year.
Miss Lassa, a former S.U.
graduate student, has taught in
the Sequin School, operated by
the Walla WaUa Public School
District for severely mentally
deficient children, for the past
nine years.
She has her master's degree
in special education from Co-
lumbia University and her B.A.
degree from Fort Wright Col-
lege in Spokane.
Miss Lassa has also studied in
Europe and worked at San
Francisco State College in the
department of special education
with emphasis on the mentally
and emotionally deficient.
She will be considered among
other state teachers in nomina-
tion for the national teacher of
the year award, sponsored by
the Council of Chief StateSchool
Officers and Look magazine.
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CONGRATULATIONS
to a great University
Diamond Jubilee
For nearly 20 years we have been priveleged to assist
S.U. students in the purchase of their Engagement and
Wedding Rings.
Our Policy has always been and still is:
The Finest PrecisionCutDiamond
at the Lowest Possible Price
O/Vutcfici, \£>iamondi, <£dve.iivaxt, Cuckoo Clock*
512 BROADWAY EAST EAST 4-4410







Carmichael Calls Whites Executioners
ByKERRY WEBSTER
More than 2500 people
jammed into the sweltering
Garfield High School audi-
torium Wednesday night
and heard SNCC's Stokely Car-
michael explain"Black Power."
Gesticulating, shouting, whis-
pering, mocking, he painted a
picture of the American white
man as only the black man can
knowhim.
The white man according to
Carmichael is cruel, repressive,
egoistic; he is illiterate, lazy
and cowardly. He sends the
black man to war for him; he
bestows his generosity only on
the "goodnigger."
FOR THE NEGRO audience,
it was a white man they knew
all too well. They cheered wild-
ly as Carmichael thrust his
points home; they howled glee-
fully at his devastating cari-
catures.
Now he was a "typical"white
man, now a shuffling "Uncle
Tom," now a drawlingJohnson,
a whole troopof cavalry,a yell-
ing Tarzan, a poker-facedHunt-
ley and a warmongering
Brinkley.
Drooping,pounding, clenching
his fist and rolling his eyes, he
played his audience like a calli-
ope and they loved it.
Carmichael elicited ear-splitting
cheers when he said "We're the
victims and the whites are the
executioners. They burn our
churchs, bomb us, beat us, and
haul our children out in the
middle of the night."
And the audience picked up
the refrain: "But there is a
change coming,baby!
"
HE SHELLACKED his Negro
listeners for "trying to be like
the whites."
"You try somuch tobe white,"
he said, "you go to a Tarzan
movie and you yell for Tarzan
to lick your black brothers! You
should be yelling for yourbroth-
ers to beat the hell out of that
dumbhunkie!
"
If Carmichael has done one
thing for his people,it is to have
given them a name for the white
man as derisive as "nigger"
—
"hunkie."
"The civil rights act was not
passed to educate us," he said.
"It was passed to educate them
dumbhunkies; theyhad to write
a law to tell everybody that
we'rehuman, 'cause some dumb
hunkies don't knowthat! They're
uncivilized!
"
He drew thunderous applause
when he spoke of "racist" his-
torybooks.
"They tell you in school about
the Roman Empire," he said,
"But they don't tell you that
Hannibal, who crossed the Alps
and beat the hell out of the
Romans was a black man!"
THE AUDITORIUM erupted
ingleeful hysteria whenhe said,
"You know why Italians got
dark skin and curly hair? Han-
nibaldid that!
"
Carmichael decried the Viet
Nam War.
"How can they draft us, and
give us rifles ,and send us to
Viet Nam, and tell us to shoot
some little guy who ain't ever
even called us 'nigger'?" he
said.
"LISTEN," he said. "When
we decide we want to fight,
we'regonnapick just who we're




He told the audience to be
proudof themselves.
"Our noses are broad, our
hair is nappy, and we're




the culture! Beethoven was a
black man!
"
Into the disbelievingsilence he
interjected, "or a Spanish Moor,
at any rate."
He said that his "Black
Power" slogan has been dis-
torted by the "white press."
Indicating the press section,
he taunted, "You notice there
isn't a single black man in all
this liberalpress?"
"No one is talking about the
blacks takingover the country,"
he said, "but about taking over
our own communities."
"But what must be abolished
is not the black community, but
the dependent, colonial status
forced upon it."
The crowd rose to its feet,
cheering, as Carmichael turned
toleave.
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Definition: A young adult, either sex,
who can make the Seattle Opera
Success Trip.
Qualificotions:
Originality having enough cool to under-
stand what's already happened.
Articulation— being able to deal with the
ideas and people of our time.
Coherence— the ablity to work a cohesive
plan and to put new projects into action
without boggling your mind.
Style— the ability to make things happen
witfi apparent ease.
For appointment call: MA 3-3454 between







3.23 Vj an hour
Minimum Age 21
Apply Airport Way S.
and Atlantic St.
Hours 8 a.m.to 4:30 p.m.








an opening for a campus repre-
sentative at your school. Join our
nationwide network of over 500
representatives in a well-establish-
ed sales and marketing program in
operation more than 40 years. Earn
$100 to $1,000 in COMMISSIONS
by taking subscriptions to these
widely read and respected maga-
zines available at special student
rates. Earn extra FEES for market
research and special projects. No
previous experience necessary; no
paperwork or billing. All instruc-
tions and selling materials sup-
plied free. Write today to: Time
Inc. College Bureau, TIME & LIFE
Bldg., Rockefeller Center, New
York, N.Y. 10020.
MISC.
THESES, term papers on IBM elec-
tric typewriter. Mrs. Rich, WE 7-
-2423.
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1501 EAST MADISON STREET EAST 5-5774
tHEY,CHIEFS, DON'T STARVE TONITEI Choose from these |Complete Dinners Prepared To Your OrderSave this handy menu of all Chicken ( o^. *>&ttB3* — -^Delight dinners.Keep it near the phone ..„.^ %j* m̂*m >̂ 'so that whenever the spirit moves you : ....Don'tCook Tonight ( \*aUN A DELIVEREDFREE...DELIVEREDHOT— CallChicken Delight lYlttllU la «w own fleet elvehicles
CHICKEN DELIGHT A JJW^ SHRIMP DELIGHT 1603 \STH AVENUE
V, Special Grown Chicken J| SS]S4 Jumbo Gulf Shrimp (Cornerof 15th & Pine )




erffSauce shriMUpffsre a.1,ho,, i.'is/r.v.a ;.■::uf in 1 Tr^ypKiaSg^ uttin
WE CATER TO TRYOUR PIZZA DELIGHT fcAeD^O#UU
PART.ES-P.CN.CS
ALL OCCASIONS O.CH|CKEN Large-2.49 &up QHICKEN DELIGHT■ Ask about our *"
RIB DELIGHT Bucket O'Chicken f|Sh DELIGHT p c<>|a_7Up 2Q
Bar-B-Q Loin Ribs 8 Pcs. (Serves 2) 2.25 Fish Fillets Col. Sl-w I'/. P* I 30French Fries 12 Pcs. (Serves 4) 3.19 French Fries ole la ( : t.) JQ
Hot Sauce 16 Pcs. (Serves 5) 4.19 Tartar Sauce f"eh FnesMuffin 20 Pcs. (Serves 7) 5.19 Muffin Bucket of Shrimp 2.39
2 25 24 Pcs. (Serves 8) 6.19 1.39 Bucket of Ribs, per Ib .2.90^
I JtffM? S/CH4IS |
Sunday
Meetings
Alpha Kappa Psi pledges, 7:30
p.m., McHugh Hall.
Alpha Kappa Psi active review,
8 p.m., McHugh Hall.
Tomorrow
Activities




HawaiianClub, 7:30 p.m., P4S4.
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SEVENTY-FIVE YEARS: A large 75 in the windows Christmas Vacation by a Spectator photographer
of Campion Tower signifies the 75th anniversary of with the help of several friends to adjust the lights
the founding of S.U. The picture was taken during in theproperpattern.
■WBf^^H "I'M INVITING YOU TO COME IN RSHELLS




Herb's Campus SheH JTS^"
Open ,2th and E. Cherry ACROSS TEXIBOOKS6 ajn.»o ' across
/l II FA A il/100 corkM We're open everynight. Monday1 a.m. Calh EA 2-4428 FRO thru Friday 'til 9 ...at Vahs.tv
7 Qnvc RFIIADMINF Book Store, 4315 University
"a WMk... FOR FREE PICKUP AND DELIVERY BSLL KIVIIME Wayn^E inSeattiesUniversity
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- . M V & 11iillt1«L IILL LL' L,i4Mi .1. -f ■■■i«--"3P^><M A signpost to growth and S " " i^^^^^biiMßL'1* fk IS]' ' "BT** change stands at the £■ . ■ . J^^BK*^ -„*. " Si^-;■.,-.";'■'"*■:Ml main entrance M I1*■J|<J|Ji«B' y' '"" I 1 H '" ; S^CiilP?
The Old Science Building reposesas a memory to days of yore
/ '''/'A>! <4^MTJ
[■"7.;Vkl VwAi' '^|l r^ "-. .. , \ , yii f -wye
■v ■ vT \M / >I /7< /I " ';■ ?'■/ \
Campion Tower, a monolith among less- v^Tfwf^^^M>"-"'^^^ilßiMfl!vSßßßPff^rt*er brothers, towers overother First Hill "^^^WSMOO^Sff^i M»>structures Sfc^-.'a^^B
jp
'' y' HbM Mjj&a^^B^Bwil^&i BIHMu^H b^bV w*!Wsl |H
1 jMbk'^^b^Ubl ■MBBnfy,b H ■?
**-A m -■■ ■
IB B̂1 Itafm* Ih I B^B «^dE B^B ' S !<>****^Jl^^jMf JE^MM William Pigott Building «,V m P"*^||Mp -^^^T3
bsb^bmmbbvbwbV jg^*^ fSRSS^BB "**'*» '■■JMb>Bbk?^«?!
■ ;.." -*PB . - The Bann an Building, A small but significant
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DIAMOND JUBILEE
HAPPY HOUR PARTY £ m M |^ *■ QIVIW IV C K
VLU^ "Box/ng af ifs Best"
Bt^^M dLCIUir Tonight 8 p.m. Gym
DANCING w r
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g ■" m, j . | ", Building, rebuilding ig^ii Im,^^
BM "';■"■--h ■ ■fl Bnl H x j^^^Sw^"jb^J^^^S^*'^*' *̂':;-
Bellarmine Hall, a girl's
dorm, guards the campus
entrance " '^^S^K^^w^^^^^^^i^^i^^^'-''^^^^^''B- The LiberalArts Building with its tall white tower watches
over the northern edge of the campus.
ntok^Bli %B^# Wfl111U%jlij ? JF
« * TjB M^BBBBBf <*»...
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,«,^_.,n «£ |<*«^BMfWBBBBBBRBBMbr's'* '"^ bBA B BHByfcaißMßPvrv-" 1**FBbH"^
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_^BB^I BR^^BBrBiP !"■■ I B^B^^^^^^ MBBi BR >bB B^^QPi^r^^^^^^Bß
Bb^H^^^^Kb^L » W^Ayj^SY^SM^^B^^gt^^^^B'■*^^^^^^^^^^^^! Xavier Hall, first residencehall,
■ : Hr^^^^^^,jfi4w%^- SW^*^^C^^^^Bj^P^^>'ft!'- ' now serves for faculty offices
Congratulations!
RESPECTFULLY t^T^^^^JP^?^ :0P "''^"^^ HbIKi»MBWB
ALEX AND TRUDY SCHWARZ | V BM BtT^^SSb!
SAVE MONEY wKF^^^L^^^KHKH^^^^Wm
THIS COUPON IS GOOD FOR TWO ADMISSIONS k BBH FbT^"?^HM1B^P LbBB^I - B^Kr^^^^^^Hr^^^^^
FOR THE PRICE OF ONE ON SATURDAY, APRIL W J 'mm£ jR9 I
22 AT THE GALAXY YOUNG ADULT DANCE IN B I^o Hb9|
EASTGATE— 323S 148 S.W. \A Ib^B^Hß
7 RAND^ V Ul W^M m
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GUESTS: VERY REV. J. A. FITTERER, S.J.




"What's in Store in '67-68?"




background and provides up to 75 PLAN A SUMMER AT OREGON STATE UNIVERSITY
PRINTED COPIES.
SELECT from over 600 courses taught by an experiencedvisiting and
RESULTS GUARANTEED resident faculty.
CUSTOM 1.8.M. CARBON RIBBON TYPING COMPLETE a year sequence in one subject through the 11-week sequence
program.
Evening! & Weekends MA 4-5523
MA4W2« 3MI SMITH TOWER EXPLORE the Oregon State University campus while continuing progress
toward yourdegree.
„ " ENJOY the summer enrichment program featuring novelist Bernardbe there and Malamud, Bishop James A. Pike, semanticist S.IMayakawa. sex
show SOme hair specialist Lester A. Kirkendall, guidance specidisi Kurt Adler. aswell as varied programs in the arts, music, and theatre.
f Oregon State University is fully-accredited at the. undergraduateand graduate levels.There are no admission requirements in summerterm and no application is necessary.Maximum tuition: $ f 10. The
,mIIA II■%■■Pfe 1967 OSU Summer Bulletin gives complete information on registra-
-1 LA HMmMLm9 tion, fees, and courses — all the things you'll need to plan an
%,i|f%MWl W3 mmIm OREGON STATE summer.
HAPPY HOUR ia/ditp rnnnY *"*l#il!i^ **"*""
TONIGHT iorcs B.xdnwtt*w¥WF *" OregonState University
7:30
-
8 p.m. 1967 Summer Bulletin c***x.QH#*inn
Extended Happy Hour
Thereare no extra fees for nonresidents




Library Place to Gather and to Study
By LARRY CRUMET
With today's dedication of the gleam-
ing new $2.8 million A. A. Lemieux Li-
brary, S.U. christens a platform aimed
at educational excellence predicated to
revolutionizestudies on campus for gen-
erationsof scholars.
The dedication ceremony climaxes the






17 tumultous years as president of the
University, ignited the fuse leading to
the explosive physical development of
the S.U. campus.
The Very Rev. A. A. Lemieux, S.J.,
was midwife during the births of eight
new university buildings plus two other
structures purchased and remodeled.
The ninth one which he's seen built from
the ground up, the new library, shares
his name. Both students and faculty
claim the five-story marble structure
radiates his humility and sensitive taste
as well as his name.
VIBRANT AND provocative,an 8»/2 by
65-foot painted mural by faculty artist
Val Laigo engulfs the west wall of the
spacious first floor reading room. The
controversial mural weaves together re-
ligious and technologicalimages of 20th
Century man. On the first floor plaza
near the main entrance to the beautiful
building, fountains mold toadstools of
water next to the bases of two helical
stairways spiraling like strands of a
DNA molecule between the first and sec-
ond floors.
Even the building's entrance door
handles are works of art, sculptural
statements cast in bronze by Marvin
Herard, head of the art department.
"It's got rugs! You can take off your
shoes and run around in the rare book
section," exclaimed oneenthusiasticcoed
expressing in very human terms her ap"
provalof the building.
"The library was constructed not only
as a formal place to house books, but the
first floor is ina very real sense a gath-
ering center and study center for stu-
dents, faculty and friends," said the
Very Rev. John A. Fitterer, S.J., presi-
dent of S.U. 'It is already receiving a
great deal of use from non-library
sources. What is most satisfying to me
is not the beauty of the building,not the
fact of its beingpaid for,but the reward
of seeing the use madeof it."
With its present shelving, the A. A.
Lemieux Library can house 300,000
books. Over a half-million books canbe
squeezedinto the building's96,000 square
feet of floor space available to keep pace
with the growthof library resources.
"ATTHE PRESENT time, we have in
excess of 100,000 volumes," said Fr.Fit-
terer. "Over the next ten years, we hope
to add another 100,000 volumes to bring
the library up to an outstanding under-
graduate and modest graduate level."
Graduate students and faculty have
first claim on 56 closed study carrels
where library materials can be stored
during thesis or lecture research. The
rooms are so comfortable that some of
their occupants have set up housekeep-
ing in them complete with study lamps,
coffeemakers, even framed paintings on
the walls.
Other features of the new building in-
clude an auditorium for university and
community use, group study and semi-
nar rooms, a display room for exhibits,
a recreational reading room, the Wilson
Room housing the library's rare books
and special collections and smoking
(Continuedon page 10)
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Library Continues To Grow
(Continuedfrompage 9)
rooms on each floor. Two silent eleva-
tors whisk students betweenfloors.
A full-time library staff of 34 oversee
the operation of the facility. Of these,
ten have master's degrees or equival-
ents.
An anxiously awaited facility of the
new library is a music center where
students can listen to great symphonies
and operas. Such a center is expected
in the very near future and would be
moved to the fine arts complexonce it
isconstructed.
Now that the University has the A. A.
Lemieux Library, a concentrated effort
is being made to get funds for more
books.
"THE FACT that we do have a library
that can be trippled without any strain,
except financial, means we can think
now in termsof expandedprograms,un-
dergraduate and graduate, as our ca-
pacity rises," said Fr.Fitterer.
S.U. has alreadybegun expanding the
English section of the library to meet
needs of an expandedgraduateprogram
in English. To help in its acquisitionof
books, S.U. is making a personalized
appeal to its alumni asking for $250,000.
The fund-raising drive is expected to
have a cumulative impact on the school
by not only increasing the number of
books availableto undegraduates,but by
qualifying the library for additional
matching funds fromgovernmentsources
and supplying needed source materialto
expand additionalgraduate programs.
"The library is the heart of an educa-
tional center. The University has to be
interested in and concerned about truth,
and the past and the profusion of know-
ledge. If we are going to be a con-
servatory of knowledge, then we have
to have an outstandinglibrary," Fr.Fit-
terer said.
The immediate growth of the library
is apparent in recent budget expendi-
tures. According to Library Director
Robert Cross, the librarybudget for the
current fiscal year is $217,000 plus $5,000
inFederalaid. This budget isabout $40,-
-000 higher than last year's budget and
$80,000 higher than the budget two years
ago.
Of the total $220,000 figure, $79,200 is
being spent on the purchase of source
material. About $57,200 will be spent on
books, $17,000 on periodicals and $5,000
on bindings. Mr. Cross calculated that
during the present fiscal year almost
35 percent of the total budget is being
spent on new library materials.
BECAUSE OF the library's clean bold
lines, distinctive profile and crowning
symbol of the cross, it has been archi-
tecturally compared to the campus' Lib-
eralArtsBuilding.
"I feel that consciously and uncon-
sciously it was planned this way," ac-
knowledged Fr.Fitterer. "I think it re-
flects the beginning and the end of 17
years of complete dedication of a great
president to the developmentof the Uni-
versity. As we look at this campus and
its expansion, it has been by and large
due to the effort of one dynamic leader.
"In a sense, the Liberal Arts Building
was here when Fr.Lemieux came. The
library, which is now built at the close
of his presidency, is a reflection of the
beginning and the end of a dynamic 17
years growth. It's well named."
The struggle to bring the library into
existence involved enabling S.U. as a
private institution to qualify through the
1963 Higher Education Facilities Act for
Federal grants needed together with
Federal loans to partially construct
the library.
Fr.Lemieux was one of the first mem-
bers of the Washington StateHigher Fa-
cilities Commission that drew up the
guide lines by which institutionsof high-
er education in the state could qualify
for a portion of availableFederal funds.
S.U. was one of the first institutions to
receive a grant upon the recommenda-
tion of the state's commission of the
1963 funds.
"We didreceiveaFederalgovernment
grant of $827,000 and a government loan
on long term interest of $827,000. The
University, through the leadership of
Fr. Lemieux and his assistants, mem-
bers of the board of regents and the
business community raised $1,100,000,"
explainedFr. Fitterer.
AWARE NOT only that S.U., but also
the Seattle community needed emphasis
on the fine arts, Fr. Lemieux encour-
aged faculty artists to embellish the new
library, then gave them freedom to do
it in their own way. The creative pro-
duction of Mr. Laigo's mural has given
students an opportunity to see an artist
in operation, see what they can produce
and reasserted that man can learn
through art by giving it a prominent
placeina building dedicated to learning.
"Fr. Lemieux's personality is in this
mural in that he had faith in me to
go ahead and do it," said Mr. Laigo, a
former S.U. student and now an in-
structor of fine arts at S.U. "He's the
one that said, 'Yes, you may go ahead
and paint whateveryou want'."
"Not only was he instrumental in
my getting the commission, but whenI
presented the second model of the mural
he offered a valuable suggestion. My
Adam and Eve scene showed Eve oozing
out of Adam's side— kind of floating out
like gas or smoke out of his rib.
"Father said the idea was old hat. I
said 'Father, you've got to have tradi-
tion.' Itried to defend it, but the more
Ithought about it, the moreIrealized it
was old fashioned and hadn't said a
thing new. Eventually, the answer came
to me of showing the 46 chromosomes
in the humancell."
Just as the library stands as more
than merely a repository of books, the
mural is more than a wall decoration
for an attractivebuilding.Much will be
written about it in the future as critics,
amateurand professional,scan its bright
blues, oranges, greens and yellows try-
ing to unfold its levels of meaning
—
trying to probe beneath its symbolism
for deeper insights. Mr. Laigo's mural
is an example of a painting produced
to promote dialogue according to its
artist.His reasonfor painting the mural,
like many attitudes on the S.U. campus,
also echoes the influenceof Fr.Lemieux.
"I WANTED to try to repay the Uni-
versity in terms of my art for what they
taught me. Ihope that students will be
able to see concepts and ideas shown in
the mural as a crystalization of what is
said in classes as theygrow here," said
Mr.Laigo.
"I'm trying to establish a dialogue
through a series of perplexingsituations
which demand a question. It's like a
Buddhist contemplating his navel until
he comes up with wisdom. The moment
the first question is asked, 'Why did
the artist do this?' the trap is set for a
lifetime conversation. Contemplate the
mural and the mural talks back.
"Where one side of the mural deals
with man and his spiritualself, the other
deals with man and his technical self.
But both sides ask the same question,
'What comes after?' What comes after
this life from the point of view of a
secular man or a scientific man or even
an existentialist man? Is there anything
after thislife?"
THOUGH DEDICATED, the new li-
brary is not complete, nor will it be
after $25,000 worth of grass, plants,
shrubs and a built-in sprinkler system
are installed on itsgrounds.
As Fr.Lemieux said longbefore funds
were available to build the structure,
"The library— where the wisdom of the
ages and the promise of the future meet
andare nurtured— is the organism which
gives the University experience its full-
est vitality."
Who can say when a growing thing is
complete?
More than a repository of books.
Readingroomoffers quiet restingplacefor students.
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Sizing Up New Library
Buildingdimensions: 207 feet long, 93 feet wide, 89 feet high.
Windows: 214 bronze-tinted panels— designed to cut glare and heat.
Structural shell: 4,900 cubic yards of concrete, 270 tons of reinforcing steel.
Covering materials: 34,000 square feet of plateau damby marble from Vermont,
12,000 square feet of emerald green granite from Brazil.
Seating capacity: 1,500.
Total floor space, 100,155 square feet.
Working book capacity: 200,000 volumes.
Total storagecapacity: 500,000 volumes.
Cost: $2.8 million.
Distinguishing features: two helical stairways, 108-seat auditorium, individual study
carrels, seminar and smoking rooms.
Elevators: three.





iifif How should you open thedoors of a storehouse of wis-
dom?
I The question has occupied the
thought of philosophers for cen-
turies, but Marvin T. Herard,
mM^MMHHit .^■MH^^^ff1 SlJ' assistant professor of art,had a more practical concern
when he designed the decorativeIm push-pull door plates that grace| the two main entrances of theS .. new A. A. Lemieux Library.
HIS SALUTATION has put
students daily in contact with
ItH*I art objects that add to the beau-
| ty of the building and open the
| heavy glass doors.
The cast aluminum anodizedI bronze door handles measure 34
by seven inches and are inset
with jewel-like pieces of trans-
parent apoxy.
The pattern of the uniquedoor
handles came from a variety
of shapes containing artisticap-
peal including egg cartons and■ corrugated cardboard,according
to Herard.
I TO MAKE the sculptural door
openers, Herard first designed
a model made of paper and
wax. Then a plaster mold was
fashioned. From this a foundry
pattern was made out of alum-
inum to serve as a mold for the
bronze.
The result is both visuallyand
texturally satisfying. The door
m. handles are truly useful gifts
designed to last the life of the
building while serving all who
pass through the library's doors
as levers of entry to the cam-
pus' new storehouse of wisdom.
c
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The faculty, staff and Ijoin in welcoming you, our
guests, to Seattle University. It is with joy that we have
anticipated your coming. We hope togive you a compre-
hensive picture of our academic community.
This is our 75th Anniversary Year. Today our new
A. A. Lemieux Library was dedicated and we are plan-
ning to begin construction of a PhysicalEducation Con-
vocation Center this year. Along with the revision and
updating of our Core Curriculum, this building program
reflectsour progress and development.
An interestingprogram of activities has been planned
for your pleasure. We trust you will take time to look
around,ask questionsand enjoy your visit.







S.U. is a private,coeducation-
al university conducted by the
fathers of the Society of Jesus,
popularlyknown as the Jesuits.
It isopen to students of all races
and denominations and is in-
corporatedunder the laws of the
State of Washington.
The University is composedof
seven major academic units:
The College of Arts and Science
comprises 16 departments.
These are: biology chemistry,
economics, English, fine arts,
history, home economics, jour-
nalism, languages,mathematics,
military science, philosophy,
physics, political science, psy-
chology,sociology,and theology.
Program divisions are honors,
humanities, premajor, pre-dent-
al, pre-medical and pre-law.
The School of Commerce and
Finance offers programs in ac-
counting, general commerce, fi-
nance and banking, industrial
relations and personnel manage-
ment, marketing,office manage-
ment and medical secretarial
studies.
The School of Educationoffers
programs which qualify its stu-
dents for teaching certificates
and principal's credentials is-
sued by the State Departmentof
Public Instruction.
The School of Engineering is
comprisedof three departments:
civil, electrical, and mechanical
engineering.
The School of Nursing offers a
baccaluareate program in pro-
fessional nursing which qualifies
students for registrationthrough
state licensure.
The College of Sister Forma-
tion offers aprogramfor the in-
tellectual, professional and spir-
itual development of the re-
ligious.
The Graduate School has
programs leading to master's
degrees inbiology,English, his-




It is the objective of Seattle University's Fine Arts depart-
ment to provide that element of a liberal education which distin-
guishes the truly refined and cultured person.
By studying the masterpieces of art, drama and music, the
student is led to an awareness of one of man's superior intellec-
tual powers, his creative imagination; by means of practical ex-
perience in the fine arts he is enabled to understand the operation
of that power.
By observing the characteristics of the arts in proper his-
torical perspective, the student learns how changes of style re-
flect the changing attitudes, ideas, ideals and social conditions of
various historical periods. Thus the fine arts become an inte-
grative study sharing in the common goals of all liberal arts
subjects.
The department does not offer professional training such as
that providedby the art academy, school of drama, or conserva-
tory of music. Within the program's strong liberal arts foundation
are provided the basic competencies in the fine arts areas. The
student's ability to pursue advanced study in his field, either pro-
fessional or academic, will depend upon the nature of his talents
and to the extent of special gifts for his subject.
The University offers a Bachelor of Arts degree in three sub-
ject areas of the Fine Arts; subject major in drama, area major
in fine arts with a concentration in art or music and an area
majorin fine arts.
Academic Record Demonstrates
Ability to Earn College Degree
S.U. selects for admission
students who have demonstrat-
ed in their high school work an
ability to achieve a level of
academic performance neces-
sary to earn a degree.
The University requires that
all candidates for admission
take the Scholastic Aptitude
Test of the College Entrance
examination Board. However,
the quality of work done inaca-
demic subjects in high school,
as evidenced by the grades re-
ceived, will be the controlling
factor in the selection of the
freshman class. The board of
admissions will also consider
the high school's recommenda-
tions, the applicant's interests
and goals, and other evidence
of ability and intelligence.
TOBE CONSIDERED for reg-
ular admission the candidate
must havebeen graduated from
an accredited high school and
have completed 16 units of col-
lege preparatory courses. These
must include: English (3 units);
algebra (1 unit); geometry (1
unit); history, civics or govern-
ment (1 unit); laboratory sci-
ence (1 unit), and academic
electives (9 units).
In addition to the above re-
quirements for admission, ref-
erence must be made to addi-
tional or distinctive requisites
in the indivdual colleges or
schools of the University. This
information will be found in the
section of the Bulletin of In-
formation dealing with the spe-
cific college or school.
IN THE STATE of Washing-
ton application blanks for those
wishing to enter as freshmen
may be obtained from high
school offices. Out-of-state ap-
plicants may obtain forms by
writing to the Director of Ad-
missions. To be considered of-
ficial,records must be forward-
ed to the University directly by
the high school registrar of a
previous school. High school
students seeking admission for
the fall quarter may have cre-
dentials forwarded by the high
school after the appropriate
semester.
After completing the Washing-
ton uniform application for ad-
mission, an application fee of$10 must be submitted to the Of-
fice of Admissions. Remittances
are payable to Seattle Univer-
sity.
IF UNIVERSITY housing is
desired, immediately upon no-
tice of acceptance submit an
advance room deposit of $70.
This deposit is not refundable
after August 1. Admission does
not automatically guarantee a
room reservation. Requests for
residence housing from men
should be addressed to the Dean
of Students; those from women
to the Deanof Women.
Applicants may expect to re-
ceive notification of acceptance
or refusal about two weeks after
all records and fees are receiv-
edby the University.
However, records of students
that do not give clear evidence
of ability to pursue college level
work will be held until eighth
semester grades are received.
Decision by the Board of Ad-
missions on records that are de-
layedwill be made inthe month
of July.
HIGH SCHOOL students who
do not apply before May 1
should delaysubmitting applica-
tion until after graduation.
It is advisable to apply well in
advanceof thequarter for which
you plan to enroll to allow ade-
quate time toprocess your appli-
cation. The latest possibledates
are as follows: fall quarter, ap-
proximately September 1; win-
ter quarter, December 15; sping
quarter, March 1. Students ap-
plying for scholarships must al-
so have appliedfor admission by
March Ist and have taken the
SAT no later than January.
Central Location Makes
S.U. Campus Convenient
The University is situated on
a 41-acre site on Seattle's his-
toric First Hill. It is convenient
to the city's major educational,
cultural and recreational facil-
ities. These include libraries,
museums, art galleries, parks
and theaters, as well as agen-
cies of munipical,state and fed-
eral government, banks, shop-
pingcenters. All are within easy
reach of the student seeking the
advantages of urban living. The
Seattle area is served by major
air, rail,highwayand steamship
facilities.
To meet present and antici-
pated enrollments, the Univer-
sity has greatly increased its
physical plant in the past de-
cade. At present time, the cam-
pus includes 23 classroom and
service buildings.
Newer campus structures in-
clude the Student Union (1953);
Marycrest Hall, women's resi-
dence (1954); Xavier Hall
(1955); William PigottBuilding,
commerce and education (1957);
Thomas J. Bannan Building,
physical sciences and engineer-
ing (1961); Bellarmine Hall,
women's residence (1962); Cam-
pion Tower, men's residence
(1965).
The new bookstorewas opened
in late 1964 and the A. A. Lem-
ieux Library became operation-
al this year. Plans for a new
physical education unit have
beendrawn.
FRESHMAN EXPERIENCES: Freshman Orientation
brings some harassment to Frosh during Enforcement
Day, but also provides fun with varied activities such as
the Freshman Cruise on the Virginia V.
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Displays, Discussions Hit
12:30 P.M. REGISTRATION FirstHumanitiesFACULTY CONSULTATION Liberal Arts 205„„
¥ .. 1A _„.. HomeEconomicsDEMONSTRATIONS/DISCUSSIONS Garrand 11, 14, 23, 24A. A. Lemieux Library, Bellarmine Hall, Liberal Arts Building, Honors FACULTY CONSULTATION LoyolaHonors Room
William PigottBuilding,and Student Union. Journalism MOVIE/WALTER CRONKITE Pigott 304
Languages FACULTY CONSULTATION Liberal Arts 202
inn cnn t» w rnvTTMnnnc Hr«rivTTTF« Mathematics FACULTY CONSULTATION Bannan 3201:00 -5:00 P.M. CONTINUOUS ACTIVITIES MilitaryScience.INFORMATION/COUNSELING Bannan 403
Student OrganizationExhibits; Frontof Student Union and in mall DRILL DEMONSTRATION 11th Ave.Mall
in front of Gym,or in case of rain, insideStudent Union. Physics OPEN HOUSE Bannan 105,110, 302, 304, 306
Student Residences Open House; BellarmineHall,Marycrest Hall PoliticalScience.DISPLAY/CONFERENCES Pigott 302
and Campion Tower. Coffee and Conversation; The Very Rev. Psychology DEMONSTRATIONS/DISCUSSIONS Pigott 401,402
John A Fitterer, S.J., and other Universityofficials will meet with Sociology FACULTY CONSULTATION Liberal Arts 204
students and parents over a cup of coffee in the BellarmineHall Theology SLIDE LECTURES/DISPLAY Lemieux Library Auditorium
diningroom.
Campus Tours; Departure point isBellarmine Hall. SCHOOL OF COMMERCE AND FINANCE
1:00
- 2:30 PM. IstSESSION-SCHOOL AND DEPARTMENTAL Accounting, Finance and Banking General Commerce, Economics, Industrial Re-l...m«. ■■.TT.«M■— a— M»<<m>rii>rin«c lations&Personnel Management,Marketing,MedicalDISPLAYS.DEMONSTRATIONS.CONSULTATIONS secretarial Studies DISPLAY/CONSULTATIONS Pigott 153, 154
A chance to aquaint yourself with the University's academic pro-
gramsand meet individual teachers. SCHOOL OF EDUCATION
COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES Technology and Automation for AmericanEducation Pigott
AuditoriumLobby
Biology.: OPEN HOUSE Garrand 35, 36, 57, 86 SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING
Chemistry OPEN HOUSE Bannan 503, 504, 509, 601, 605, 607
English POETRY READING Xavier Lounge Civil DEPARTMENTAL DISPLAYS Engineering 107
FineArts DRAMA PRESENTATION Teatro Inigo* Electrical DEPARTMENTAL DISPLAYS Bannan 202, 203, 204
DEPARTMENT DISPLAY Pigott 304 Mechanical DEPARTMENTAL DISPLAYS EngineeringBasement
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Highlight U-Day Program
irts 205 SCHOOL OF NURSING Is there a place for the beatnik inauniversity's intellectuallife?
23 24 . „. ~ne (Liberal Arts219)IR(i)m Display and demonstration Pigott 305 /s theresuch a thing a "Catholic University?" (Liberal
ott 304 # Arts 220)
rts 202 COLLEGE OF SISTER FORMATION Why study philosophy?(Liberal Arts 222)
lan 320 ~. «-, How is a college education relatedto living in a world of rapid,an 403 Display and Demonstrations Pigott 354 socialchange? (Liberal Arts 223)
e Mall The roleof the teacherin themodern world. (Bannan102)ttim 2:4° " 3:2° P'M- PARENT-FACULTY AND STUDENT-STUDENT University students and thejr student guestg wjn discuss;
401 402 INFORMAL DISCUSSIONS ShouldIget involvedinschool activities myfirst year orconcen-rts'2o4 Parents and students will he senarated to attend small discussion trate on sch°° l work °nlV f How big is the change from high
itorium erouos o^fSrfieS"Sumtiorfffi i i sc/iooZ (Q e? ; JoBt {n fhe sfcu//fer Should jg p n Pert nent educati n topics. a ma.Qr my firsf year? Should j take out a student toan to pay
Parents andfaculty memberswilldiscuss: for college?
What do you expect your child to get out of college? What does What high school background is best for a college training in
■ | j, a college education mean in the modern world? (Liberal Arts science? What is the role of the humanities and research in the
123) undergraduatecurriculum? (Bannan 509)
What is theroleof themodernuniversityin the training of scien- These discussions will takeplaceinPigott 302, 303,301,, 305, 306,153, 154 tists? What is the role of the naturalsciences in the preparation 351, 352, 353, 351,, 355, 1,56, 1,55, 1,51,, 1,53, 1,52, 1,51,1,01,, 1,01. (All
of studentsfor modern society? (Bannan312) willdiscuss thesame topics.)
Should a university support a given set of values? (Liberal,.. . Arts 203) 3:30.5:00 P.M. 2nd SESSION-SCHOOL AND DEPARTMENTALLobby Does a university have a moral obligation to protect young fitcot ive nrunHCTßiTinii« rnisiQTTT TflTinNCpeople from what some call "social contamination?" (Liberal DISPLAYS. DEMONS RATIONS. COWSULTATIONb
Arts210) .... . . . . A repeat of the first session will giveyou time to visit additional
107
° f "* ' * academK freedomf departments or to participate in other activities such as campus
103^ 204 " Is ROTC training compatible with a university environment? tours, student exhibits, student residence open house or special
sement (LiberalArts 212) entertainment.
Activities Spur Student Interest
CLUB ACTIVITY: Sailing Club members take advan-
tage of winds and waterconditions for apleasure outing
on Lake Union. The Club also races in competition with
other colleges and universities.
SCHOLASTIC
AlphaSigmaNu.National
Jesuit men's honorary, Junior
and senior men are chosen for
outstandingscholarship, loyalty,
and service. A 3.50 g.p.a. is
required.
Gamma Pi Epsilon. National
Jesuit women's honorary. Junior
and senior women are chosen
for outstanding scholarship,
loyalty and service. A 3.50 g.p.a.
isrequired.
Silver Scroll. Junior and sen-
ior women'shonorary. Member-
ship is by applicationand selec-
tion and is limited to 15. A 3.00
g.p.a. is required.
SERVICE
Alpha Phi Omega. National
men's service fraternity. Mem-





men having a 2.50 g.p.a. or bet-
S.U. Directed
By Fr. Fitterer
In order to educate over 3,500
students who presently attend
S.U., there must be a smooth-
functioning operation to handle
the vast amount of administra-
tive work involved.
The greatest single burden be-
longs to the Very Rev. John A.
Fitterer, S.J., president of S.U.
The ultimate authority in all
matters rests inhis hands.
Assisting Fr.Fitterer are four
vice presidents whose respon-
sibility is to oversee the differ-
ent aspects of the University's
administration.
Fr. Frank Costello, S.J., exec-
utive vice president, assists Fr.
President
Fr.EdmundMorton, S.J.,aca-
demic vice president, is in
charge of the curriculum,
classes, scholastic matters and
the registrar's office.
The office of University Rela-
tions is under the direction of
Fr.Joseph Perri, S.J.Under Fr.
Perri's office are the publicity
office and the alumni program.
Fr.Edmund B.McNulty, S.J.,
is vice president in charge of
finance and government rela-
tions.
Fr. Robert Rebhahn, S.J., is
vice president for student af-
fairs, and is dean of students.
Fr. Rebhahn has charge of stu-
dent activities and discipline.
ter may apply. Tapping is dur-
ingspring quarter.
Intercollegiate Knights. Na-





freshman girls are tapped dur-
ing spring quarter. Coeds are
chosen on the basis of activities




The CAP at S.U. is the central
organization of the Catholic ac-
tion program on campus. The
CCD program, plus numerous
otherprograms, work out of the
C.A.P. office.
Chorale, Madrigal Singers.
Madrigal Singers are chosen
from the Chorale.
The Aegis. S.U. student year-
book, published during spring
quarter.






Alpha Kappa Psi. National
businessmen's fraternity. Mem-
bership is open to male Com-
merce and Finance majors with
a minimum g.p.a. of 2.00.
Colhecon. This club is affili-
ated with national and state
home economics associations.
Membership is open to anyone.
Chieftain Guard. Freshmen
ROTC cadets may join S.U.'s




team which marches incompeti-
tion with other women's drill
teams.
HiyuCoolee. Hikingclub spon-
sors hikers every two weeks.
Membership is open to anyone.
Young Democrats, Young Re-
publicans, New Conservatives
Campus political clubs are ac-
tive duringelection years. They
schedule speakers and have
openmemberships.
International Club. Purpose is
to foster international good will.
Membershipisopen to all.
Mathematical Club. Member-
ship is open to all.
Ski Club. Group sponsors ski
trips. Anyone interested in ski-
ingmay join. Experienceis not
necessary.
Political Union. The Political
Unionis responsible for sponsor-
ship, coordination and regula-
tion of political activities on
campus. The Political Union
presents a varied educational
program on political issues.
Sailing Club. Group sponsors
sailing outings. All may join.
Experience is not necessary.
Spirits. Pep club sponsors
several campus activities and
sits in a group at basketball
games. Male students are wel-
come to join.
Town Girls. Social and serv-
ice club open to all coeds living
off campus.
In addition to the clubs men-
tioned above, there are approxi-
mately 18 other clubs related to
special areas of interest.
ROTC Stresses Quality Program
One of the Finest:
A switch to voluntary ROTC




which is recognized as one of
the finest on the West Coast.
While the numbers have de-
creased to a great extent, the
qualityof the individual partici-
pant has increased. Approxim-
ately 350 cadets are in the
program. Completion of the
four-year program will earnthe
cadet a commission in the U.S.
Army as a second lieutenant.
IN THE FACE of the crisis
in Vietnam and the increased
draft call, the ROTC program
offers increased benefits, in ad-
dition to the $40 a month which
each junior and senior cadet re-
ceives. Cadets in their junior
and senior year and selected
freshman and sophomorecadets
are free from the draft as long
as they are in school. Each ca-
det serves two years on active
duty after being graduated.
At present the draft procedure
requires that a student com-
plete his college education with
normal progress which is con-
sidered four years from the
time he finished high school.
A NUMBER OF FOUR year
scholarships are available on a
competitive basis to seniors in
high school. This scholarship
covers tuition, fees and books.
Scholarship winners must serve
four years on active duty.
Activities in which the S.U.
cadet may participate include:
the Chieftain Guard, precision
drill team, andRaiders, a group
which does special study in
guerrilla warfare and counter
insurgency. The Guard has won
over 60 trophies.
Further information about the
programcan be obtained at the
ROTC displays at University
Day in the Bannan Building.
ROTC cadet practices guerilla warfare techniques.
Honors Program
Offers Challenge
The Honors Program is de-
signed to develop the students'
culturalappreciationof the arts
and sciences while stressing the
basic disciplines of reading,
writing, and speaking.
Under the direction of Mr.
James Tallarico, acting head,
the program prepares students
for entry in a major field of
theirchoice.
During the two years in the
program, the student gains an
integratedknowledgeof science,
history, literature, philosophy
and theology. It is the responsi-
bilityof the student to seek, pre-
sent and defend answers to
problemsbrought up inclass. A
dialog method is used in the
program's seminars.
The students examinethe ma-
jor thinkers of the Western
World as well as the major lit-
erary works, the humanities,
and mathematics in the course
of their two years.
Planning Saves Money
For College Students
The cost of living is rising
—
and so is the cost of a college
education. But with a littleplan-
ning, a little hard work and a
careful eye on finances, the






For those living in Seattle and
commuting daily to S.U., the
greatest single cost is tuition.
This year, tuition for new stu-
dents taking 10 to 16 hours is$350 per quarter.Continuingstu-
dents with the same creditload
will pay $320. Extra hours are$10 each.
THE GENERAL fees which
all full-time students pay are
$40 a quarter,$120 for the year.
These fees coyer the library,registration, building and health
center fees; the yearbook, stu-
dent newspaper and student or-
ganization allotments, admis-
sion to athletic events and spec-
ified studentproductions. Special
lab and class fees may range
from $1 to $60 per quarter, but
those usually pertain to a single
class which should not be re-
peated. At the first registration
there is also a $10 matriculation
fee.
These are minimum costs for
each quarter. Books and sup-
plies are more. Many books,
however can be purchased sec-
ond-hand at a considerable re-
duction in price at either the
bookstore or at the A Phi O
book sale. A freshmanmay eas-
ily spend $25 to $60 on books
each quarter, depending on his
classes.
THOSE STUDENTS planning
to live in the dorms will be fac-
ed with residence charges.
Room and board for the aca-
demic year is $863. This in-
cludes $313 fall quarter, $275
winter quarter, $205 spring
quarter. Requests for student
housing are made through the
dean of students (men) or
through the dean of women
(women). A $70 deposit is re-
quired to make reservations.
In dorm life, too, there are
many extras involved. Students
must supply their own linens,
bedspreads, lamps, rugs, etc.
for their rooms. These items
are, hopefully, "once only" sup-
plies and should last through
the college years.
BUT THERE are ways to
soften the blow. Scholarships
are awarded to many incoming
freshmen— either full or partial
tuition. Application for these
should be made at the same
time as applying for admission,
Further information of scholar-
ships can be found in the Bulle-
tinof Information or by writing
the scholarship office.
Many loans of varying
amounts and methods of repay-
ment are also available. Infor-
mation on these should be ob-
tained by writing Fr. ClairMar-
shall, S.J.. director of student
Quality in Curriculum
Strengthens Academics
"A quality curriculum for quality students" is the aim of
S.U.'s new Core Curriculum, initiated in the fall of 1965.
The core curriculum is the programof required subjects which
is the basis of a liberal educa-
tion. The core subjects fillabout
half of the hours necessary for
graduation. The amount varies
with the different schools and
majors. All courses in the core
carry four hours of class credit.
Philosophy and theology are
the basic elements of the core,
which also includes English,
history, languages, science,
mathematics, and the social sci-
ences. The combination of these
is directed toward the intellec-
tual growth of the student.
The core consists of 80 to 84
hours (180 are requiredfor grad-
uation, and will include the fol-
lowing courses: Five in philos-
ophy (20 hours); four in theol-
ogy (16 hours); three in Eng-
lish (12 hours); and three inhis-
tory courses (12 hours).
It will also require students
to take two of these three se-
quences: Three courses in sci-
ence (12 hours) three in social
science (12 hours), and two
courses in mathematics (8
hours).
The College of Arts and Sci-
ences offers Bachelor of Arts
degrees,either classical or non-
classical, in 12 subjects. Bach-
elor of Science in 12 subjects
and aBachelorof Music degree.
Also in Arts and Sciences are
three pre-professionalprograms
and a firstHumanities major in
freshman and sophomore years
for students who have not de-
cided on a major. Twenty are
selected to enter the seminar
honors program, which lasts
two years. The School of Edu-
cationoffers Bachelor of Arts in
Education degrees in 16 sub-
jects for secondary preference,
and four or five areas, respec-
tively, for elementary prefer-
ence.
Tb" School of Commerce and
Finance offers seven different
Bachelorof CommercialScience
deqrees.
In the School of Engineerinq
Bachelor of Science degrees
mav be earned in civil elec-






This University Day supple-
ment, published by The Spec-
tator, is an advertisementpaid
for by the office of University
Relations. Special thanks to
Mr. John R. Talevicb.
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Lemieux Library Lives, For Us and Future!
—
Spectator photos by Dennis Wi/liams
S.U. Legend Returns
As Guest Of Honor
The guest of honor at today's
dedication of the new A. A. Le-
mieux Library, the Very Rev.
Albert A. Lemieux, S.J., is a
campus legend in his own time.
Father Lemieux became the
third president of S.U. on May
14, 1948, the same day Seattle
College became Seattle Uni-
versity.
The 17 years of his presidency
marked the growthof S.U. from
a relatively unknown college to
a major private university. His
term as president was the long-
est in the history of the Society
of Jesus.
Fr.Lemeux, at58, isnow rec-
tor of Mount St. Michael's, a
juniorate-philosophate in Spo-
kane for the advanced training
of Jesuits to the priesthood.
In addition to being awaided
innumerable awards from edu-
cational,business and communi-
ty leaders, he was president of
the Washington College Associa-
tion and the Independent Col-
leges of Washington, Inc., chair-
man of the Higher Commission
of the Northwest Association of
Secondary and Higher Schools
and Conference of Presidents of
JesuitUniversities and Colleges.
After leaving S.U., Father Le-
mieuxattended a Jesuitgeneral
congregation in Rome.
Father was born in Wallace,
Idaho and received his bachelor
of arts degree in 1931 and his
master's degree in 1932 from
Gonzaga University,a licentiate
in sacred theology in 1939 from
Alma College in Los Gates,
Calif., and his doctorate in 1945
from the University of Toronto
in Canada.
The VeryRev. A.A.Lemieux,S.J.
Carrels Become Status Symbols
Bigger Than Breadbox:
Private library carrels
are the greatest status
symbol since executives
discovered keys to the
men's washroom!
The cozy little alcoves may
not be big enough for a ping
pong table, but they're just the
right size for a two speaker
stereo system, automatic coffee
maker,study lamp,fresh change
of clothes, record collection and
a small clothes line for drying
your socks.
WITH FOUR electrical out-
lets, there is still room for at
least two other major household
appliances.
What really makes the cu-
bicles valuable is that notevery-
one on campus can have one.
Actually, the alcoves were plan-
ned to be used as library re-
search rooms primarily for
graduate students and some
seniors working on thesis proj-
ects.
Not everyone qualified for
their own little cubicle signed
up for one when the library
opened,so the extrarooms were
issued to undergraduates,a few
promptly set up housekeepingin
the carrels.
What is housekeeping like in
one of these academic shoe
boxes?
STUDENTS WHO have tried
to use their electric shavers in
these bigger than breadbox siz-
ed rooms report that it makes
a guy about as popular with
neighbors and librarians as an
upstairs tenant in an apartment
house givinga party at 3 o'clock
in the morning.
Part of the accoustical dilem-
ma was solved by dampening
the sound with a scatter rug at
the bottom of the door.
Most undergraduates were
evicted this quarter. The redis-
tribution came as a shock to
one junior who planned to bring
his toaster for early morning
snacks. Pity too, for the aroma
of burnt toast drifting through
the philosophy stacks contains
that trace of the poetic capable
of making the true romantic's
heart thub a dub with glee.
A disappointed biology major
was building a white mouse
cage for his experimental ani-
mals in his carrel when his
lease terminated.
THE CUBICLE renassiance is
yet to come! The early home-
steaders have moved on with
the redistribution of keys, but
perhaps a fresh generation of
cubicle dwellers will tax their
ingenuity toward even more cre-
ative utilization of the new
phonebook-size rooms.
Given a small refrigerator,
hammock, basketball hoop,
tooth brush, and shopping cart
full of groceries, the new occu-
pants could stay forever.
Student makeshimself at home innew carreL
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Honors Program Explained, Evaluated
Sounding Board is acolumn
in which students may express
their personal opinions- The
opinions expressed in the col-
umn are those of the author,
not necessarily the University
or The Spectator.
By ROBERT CUMBOW
Honors programs are be-
coming more and more a
significant fact in Ameri-
can education. In light of this
fact, the time has come for a
serious look at S.U.'s honors
program,a victimof much prej-
udice andperhaps the mostmis-
understood entity on campus.
The greatestproblem with the
S.U. honors program, and the
root of much dispute, is its sep-
aration from the regular de-
partmental structure of the Uni-
versity. This aspect of the
program has certainly felt many
critics' barbs, but is this really
a disadvantage ? Or is it pre-
cisely the advantage which
makes the honors programwhat
it is?
THE SEPARATION of S.U.'s
honors program from depart-
mental affiliation contrasts
sharply with the policies of the
new honors programs at the
U.W. and Washington StateUni-
versity. These programs are a
start, but their drawbacks are
their incorporation into the de-
partmental curriculum of the
university.
They are geared mainly to-
ward the student "possessing
above-average academic quali-
ties" and seek to givehim more
work, more challenge,more ed-
ucation. They are similar to the
S.U. programin many respects,
but with one important excep-
tion: They offer no difference
inmethod or approach from the
regular lecture system common
in the departmental curriculum.
In fact, the honors classes
themselves are, for the most
part,kept within the framework
of the university curriculum.
While students in the S.U. hon-
ors program are taught by men
and women who are honors-
trained and function as a group,
personallyconnected with their
pupils, those in the U.W. or
WSU programs do not remain
in a group and are taught by
professors from several depart-
ments.
There is no honors faculty in
these programs, but simply de-
partmental teachers for whom it
is all too easy to look at their
honors students as just another
class, and who are not accus-
tomed to working together,
either with their students or
with one another.
THERE ARE two major dis-
advantagesto this incorporation
of an honors program into the
departmental framework of the
SoundingBoard —
university. One has already
been indicated: the lack of hon-
ors training and honors orienta-
tion in the teachers. This re-
sultsinprecisely the sort of hon-
ors program which is offered
at the U.W. or WSU: more work
and harder, without the advan-
tageof a new approach.
This in turn leads to lack of
interest on the part of students
and has already taken its toll in
honors dropouts at the two state
universities.
The second disadvantage is
that there is very little control
over the teaching which each
department may offer for the
honors student. Hence, in de-
partments which lack enthusi-
asm for the honorsprogram, the
honors courses may be no dif-
ferent from any other courses
offered in that department.
BUT A difference in approach
is the most important thing to
an honors program. It takes




of education lies in method of
approach.
The special aspects of ap-
proach which have made the
S.U. program one of the best in
the nation are the use of the
dialogmethod, the chronological
syllabus and course integration.
It is for thisreason that the S.U.
honors program is divorced
from the departmental frame-
work of the University. In the
honors program this approachis
essential, whereas in the depart-
mental system here, it is al-
most nonexistent.
If the honors program were
changed, there would be some
advantages, perhaps. There
wouldbe no upset of the status
quo; the honors students would
be kept close to the regular stu-
dents and classes, and there
would be less departmental in-
fightingand jealousy. But there
would also be less education.
Because its method is the life-
blood of the S.U. honors pro-
gram, it cannot be changed,nor
can it be departmentalized.
MANY PERSONS are prob-
ablyasking by this time, "What
precisely, goes on in the honors
program?" And again, unfor-
tunately, many of the persons
who are quick to judge and to
denounce the program have not
asked that question. "Many of
our strongest critics," says Fr.
Thomas O'Brien, S.J., director
of the program, "are those who
know next to nothing aboutus."
The honors programcombines
the Jesuit and English tutorial
systems of education. This
means, in brief, that it is built
upon dialog. Reading is as-
signed, and questions on the
reading are suggested by the
teacher. Since students are ex-
pected to complete the reading
before class, there isneither in-
class reading of assigned mate-
rial, nor is classtime wasted
upon repetitious explication of
the reading assigned. The class
consists rather of two hours of
dialog among the students and
teacher. In this way the learn-
ingprogress is multipliedby the
number of participants in the
discussion.
IN THE lecture method, the
most common method in use at
S.U. now, there is one teacher,
giving one point of view, little
or no discussion, little or no
opinion. As a result, there is
little or no thought on the part
of the student, and, inevitably,a
minimum of interest. Under
such conditions, how can there
be any real education?
That full development of the
individual man, which is the
essence of education, cannot
take place in such an atmos-
phere. The personal commit-
ment of the student, as well as
his interest and participation in
the learning process, is abso-
lutely essential.
THEREIS a sure-fire formu>
la for success in classes taught
by the lecture method. One:
This is a book. Read it. Two:
That is a teacher. Listen tohim.
Three: This is a sheet of paper.
Write on it what you have read
and heard. Four: Very good.
Youhave passed.
Anyone can be a tape-record-
er. The trick is to think. The
dialog method alone prompts
real thought on the part of the
student.Iwill admit,of course,
that the dialog method is not
everywhere efficacious. In the
sciences, for example, and tech-
nology, where things are much
less subjective than in the lib-
eral arts, the dialog method
might not be as well applied.
But. of course, even scientists
should have a background in the
J. J. AND THE SOPHOMORES: Sounds like the name of
a dance band, but it's not. It's Mr. James J. Tallarico,
assistant professor of philosophy, conducting a sopho-
more thought seminar. Mr. Tallarico,an avid proponent
of the dialog method, will be acting head of the honors
program during the sabbatical leave of Fr. Thomas
O'Brien,S.J.
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Thanks
Editorial
The dedication of the A. A. Lemieux Library today
marks the endof a remarkable period of growthand also
thebeginningof future expansion.
The library is a milestone, not only in the physical
expansion of thecampus. Due to the efforts ofmany dedi-
cated persons, headed by Father Lemieux,students have
a suitable building for study and discussion, integral
parts of the campus life.
ALREADY THE library has proved to be more than
just a new building. It is fast becoming the center of
campus activities. Manyhave even vacated the Chieftain
for the quietude of the library.
The University owes its thanks to all who made the
library possible. This afternoon's banquet is a small
token of thanks to the major donors to the project.
SOMEONE ELSE is due for special thanks also —
the students. Through the building-fund pledge students
made a dream a reality.
All concerned can rightfully be proud today of their
accomplishment.
Strindberg's Image as 'Lunatic
Dispelled by Swedish Professor
By MIKE KETCHAM
Professor Gunnar Bran-
dell of the University of
Upsala, Sweden, an expert
on the Swedish playwright Au-




Prof. Brandell is presently an
exchange lecturer at the Uni-
versity of Minnesota,and is now
touring under the auspir«»s of
the American Scandinavian
Foundation. Perhaps for these
reasons, while there were only
six or seven students in the
audience, there were three times
as many local members of the
Foundation. And perhaps for
that combination of reasons, the
reaction of the audience was
mixed.
HALF WERE nodding with
their eyes closed, or were too
conscious of any distraction.
And about half listenedserious-
ly, as the olderman in the back
row who remarked, "IfIcannot
hear, we will have to move up,"
and who kept notes with a felt
point pen on an envelope.
He took notes onan excellent-
ly structured and articulated
lecture.
Strindberg has been looked
uponas a "lunatic,child orbar-
barian." As Prof. Brandell
pointedout, there is nothing in
Strindberg's life or letters to
offer an ideal personality. But
he argued that, rather than be-
ing a barbarian, Strindberg had
a modern, conglomerate intel-
lectualism; and rather than be-
ing a child,Strindberg was par-
ticularly observant of details
and levels of complicationhigh-
er than a child's easy general-




Strindberg, it was not always
evident that his characteristics
or perversecriticismas a young
man would be important incre-
ating drama which would have
a profound influence on modern
symbolism, surrealism and ab-
surdism.
Toward the endof his lecture,
Prof. Brandellconnected Strind-
berg with the modern arts. He
noted, "Iwas struck by the way
Picasso reshapes his impres-
sions using recurring images,
such as the Minotaur but using
different techniques as he be-
comes older, as Strindberg has
done."
As Picasso. Strindberg had
oomooundedmany wavs of look-
'"". at real life in a single work
of art. He would collect news-
naner clinnings and words and
would write on impulse an ac-
count of something he had ex-
perienced, creating a pregnant
competition of motive, details,
and languages.
STRINDBERG wrote nothing
"nice." (He was, after all, a
barbarian and an obstreperous
critic.) His characters are col-
lections of usually sordid moti-
vations. They are a complexof
feeling. Strindberg himself
wrote that, "My souls (charac-
ters) are conglomerations of
past and present stages of civ-
ilization, bits from books and
newspapers, scraps of humani-
ty, rags and tatters of Sunday
clothes patched together as is
the human soul."
His dramaticrealismis based
on observation and reconstruc-
tion from memory— and from a
power to record what no one
else notices. His technique of
compounding details was a rev-
elation to modern drama which
can be approached from anum-
ber of ways. UsingStrindberg's
higher level of connection and
association, it can be ap-
proached, as in his later plays,
by dream-like symbolism. Or
the conglomerationcan be seen
as slightly absurdor essentially
absurd with lonesco or Beckett.
Half listening to Prof. Bran-
dell and half watching the audi-
ence, it could become apparent
that there is some innocent ac-
curacy to Strindberg's collected
motivations.
Dialog,WritingDevelop Thought
- What Goes on In the 'Root Cellar'?
(Continued from Pa;e 17)
liberal arts. The dehumanized
scientist, though a cliche, is
still a very real problem in the
modern world. And the dialog
method is not totally useless
even in the sciences. What sci-
entist would deny that an ex-
change of ideas is of the utmost
importance to his field?
WRITING IS another thing
that is emphasized by the S.U.
honors program. The student
generally writes six to eight pa-
pers a quarter.This further aids
in the development of the stu-
dent as a thinking man and a
man able to express his
thoughts and convey them to
others.
The colleges are complaining
to the high schools that incom-
ing studentsdo not know how to
write.The graduateschools,un-
fortunately, are complaining to
the colleges about the same
thing. A student can really
learn to write only when he has
a grasp of the dynamism of
thoughts and ideas and their ex-
pression and criticism. The
honors program, with its dialog
method, giveshim this.
There remains something to
be said about integration and
the chronological approach, two
more significant aspects of the
honors method. In short, the
material studied in the honors
program is studied from a his-
torical pointof view.
THE THREE courses,history,
literature and thought, run par-
allel,beginning with the earliest
times (Hindus, Hebrews,
Greeks, Romans, early Chris-
tians) and proceeding historic-
ally to the present. The courses
are interrelated; material inone
field is always considered in
light of the other two fields.
Nothing is studied ina vacuum.
The honors student has a feel-
ing for the historical scheme of
whateverhe studies and for the
interconnection of thought and
event. He associates Kant with
Goethe,Francis Drake withWil-
liam Shakespeare, the Reforma-
tion with Galileo and James
Joyce with Sigmund Freud.
FACT-LEARNING is impor-
tant, but it is not all there is
to education. Let us at least
hope that it is still the role of
education to train human be-
ings, and not machines
—
that
thought on the part of the stu-
dent is first, last and always
the aimof education.
"We are training intellectual
activists, not passivists," says
Fr. O'Brien. "I think our pro-
gramis as close to the ideal as
onecan get."
KOOTGSUAR?* \
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# Motor Tune Up
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Join the "79 Club." Buy 10 gals, of gas
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4 Avalon Cut Glasses.
1lth & E. Madison EA 2-9773
Vivid Colors, Symbols Depict Man
ByJUDY YOUNG
"This is a Catholic uni-
versity of which Iam a
product, for which Iwant
to make an expression which
will be valid both to those who
see it and to me. It couldn't be
a compromise,either."
This is the way in which Val
Laigo of S.U.'s art department
summed up his central problem
in deciding what to paint on the
blank canvas that was later to
become his noted mural. Mr.
Laigo solved the problem by
conveying his individualistic
ideas on the general theme of
religion.
HIS MURAL is divided into
three parts: "Man According toRevelation","Growth ofSecular
Man", and "Man with the Beau-
tific Vision". The panels should
be view in thatorder. According
to Mr. Laigo, "each panel is a
chapter, a unit within itself, and
each panel shows the existence
of God in the color scheme."
The artist has employed the
three primary colors, red, yel-
low and blue together with their
respective complements, green,
purple and orange, in circles
and as dominant color themes.
In the "Man and Revelation"
panel, Mr. Laigo emphasizes
man's physical as well as his
spiritual relationship to Adam.
The artist commented, "We are
physically, physically, physical-
ly, physically and spiritually
tied in with Adam. There is no
break in the lifeline."
IN MR. Laigo's words, the
"Growth of SecularMan" panel
expresses the idea that "Man
makes his universe, in a sense,
in his own image, out of the
materials God gave him . . .
Man is unconsciously always
trying to put order in his life.
How he does it sometimes
causes problems." In this panel,
Mr. Laigo expresses his belief
in man's free will and his idea
that life is, in a sense, a chess
game in which decisions must
constantly be made. "We each
have the potential to be a saint
or a sinner."
In the "Man with the Beati-
fic Vision" panel, the artist ex-
presses his faith that "We share
a beatific vision, but retain our
identity— like a white-cap exist-
ing in the ocean." He also ex-
presses his view of reality:
"Everything in the world acts
as a window through which we
can see God."
The young artist smilingly
commented that he likes his
mural just where it is, because
"it screams at you, but it does
not break any rules."
MR.LAIGO,37, is a1954 grad-
uate of S.U. After doing post-
graduate work at Mexico City
College in Mexico City, the Fili-
pino-Americanartist received in
1964 a master of fine arts de-
gree from the U.W. He joined
the S.U. faculty in 1965 as a
lecturer in art and last fall be-
came an art instructor.
He was a Boeing staff artist
prior to his coming to S.U. He
also taught at EvergreenSenior
and Puget Sound Junior High
Schools in Seattle's Highline
School District, Seattle Creative




Catholic Center for Film Study Champions Art, Learning
ByJIMDAVIS
The fact that there is a
possibility for modern, art-
ful film production has
been acknowledgedby the Cath-
olicChurch.
TO ASSIST in promoting the
film culture of the American
audience, which undoubtedly
needs all the promotion it can
get, the Center for Film Study
has been established in Chicago
as a division of the Catholic
Adult Education Center, a pro-
gram in the Archdiocese of Chi-
cago devoted to the intellectual
and moral concerns of modern
man.
Since 1958, film appreciation
programs for adults have been
offered at CAEC's Neighbor-
hood Centers for Continuing Ed-
ucation. The Adult Education
Center sponsored two national
conferences which attracted
teachers from a wide area, and
featured speakers competent in
motion pictures, art and mor-
alityand art and theology.
This final effort in film educa-
tion indicated the need for some
intensive research and study of
the film as an important com-
munications art. The Center for
Study was organized to meet
this need.
IN AUGUST of 1964, the Cen-
ter for Film Study was officially
designated as the educational,
affiliate of the National Legion
of Decency. The release stated
that this office "is seen not only
as a significant developmentin
the Legion's recent efforts at
the promotion of film culture,
but also as an immediate re-
sponse by the American Church
to the directive of the Second
Vatican Council decree on the
media of social communica-
tion."
In short, this decree states
that since the proper use of the
media of social communications
which areavailable to audiences
of different cultu r a 1 back-
grounds and ages, calls for in-
struction proper to their needs,
programswhich are suitable for
this purpose should be encour-
aged, increased in numbers and
organized according to Christ-
ian moralprinciples.
The National Center for Film
Study has two functions. First,
it works to expand the National
Catholic Office of Motion Pict-
ures' program of encouraging
public support of artistically ex-
pert films. Secondly, it assists
and promotes programs of mo-
tion picture education through-
out the country.
PRESENTPLANS of the Cen-
ter call for previewingand pro-
moting films of particular high
quality and for experimenting
with diversified programs of
filmeducation.
Hopefully, through work being
done by such organizations as
the Center for Film Study, the
closed minds of some so-called
"Catholic filmcritics" will open
up to fully appreciate the art
which the cinema provides.
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INVOLVEMENT
The New ASSU Offers You a
CONSTRUCTIVE PROGRAM of INVOLVEMENT
I A Program Geared to You. To Your I
Desires. Let Us Know What You
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Recruiting Race Rough on Coach
ByPAT CURRAN
Theprocess of recruiting
athletes requires the stami-
na seen in long-distance
runners.
As with the runner, the tasks
necessary for success are not
complicated.The runner pounds
down the track day after day,
mile after mile until his legs
grow rock-hard. The coach
hears tips, reads newspapers,
follows leads until his eyes and
ears can recognize talent imme-
diately.
At S.U., basketball recruiting
takes in a wider area of the
U.S. than other sports. This fact
follows logically since basket-
ball is the only revenue-produc-
ing sport on campus. And the
man who must continue to keep
Chieftainbasketball on the prof-
it-plus side by annually scoop-
ing up talented dribblers is
Coach LionelPurcell.
HE IS entering his third year
of head-coachingduties at S.U.
Before assuming the Chief's
helm, he was freshman coach
for two years. Athletic Director
Eddie O'Brien believes experi-
ence to be the basis of success
in any endeavor. In Purcell's
five years, he has acquired re-
cruitingknow-how through trav-
elandencounter.
Like the marathon runner,
Purcell must jog across the
U.S. in an arduous circle. Being
a family man, he wishes the
time spent in far-flung recruit-
ing were shorter. But it never
is short enough.
Coach Purcell's wife may not
give him tips for travel, yet
nearly everyone else does.
Alumni, priests, high - school
coaching friends, all offerout-of-
state players' names. Former
varsity basketballers, some of
them pros, put in a good word
for S.U. Purcell and Assistant
Coach Bernie Simpson read the
L.A. Times not for its political
coverage but for its sports infor-
mation.
The areas of California and
the Northwest are dug intomore
thoroughly in the present than
in the past. Former Coach Bob
Boyd and Purcell himself hail
from the Sunshine State, so nat-
urally they concentrate on it.
Vince Cazzetta, Chieftain var-
sity mentor from 1958-1963,
delved into the East for talent.
BEFORE mining for youthful
dribblers, elaborate spade-work
must be prepared. Form letters
and personalized letters often
are sent by the coach to a play-
er before the two meet. When
visiting a city, Purcell will
watch aboy compete to see his
qualities at first hand.
The confrontation or sizing-
up that occurs when recruit and
coach meet demands two things
of Purcell. He must be a sales-
man for S.U. and he needs to
analyze the high-schooler's per-
sonality at the same time.
Selling the school, according
to Purcell, is a snap. The small
campus atmosphere and the
Jesuit, co-educational training
are strong pitches. A successful
basketball tradition, the Seattle
Coliseum crowds and the Chief-
tain's scampering game usually
rack up points.
QUITE OFTEN, the coach will
visit with the parents of the
prospect to sound them out.
Once a true interest is shown in
S.U. by the ballplayer, he can
be flown to tour the school for
48 hours.
On an average, about eight to
twelve prospects will be shep-
herded around S.U. by Purcell.
One-half of this number will
end up in a Chieftain uniform.
Each high-schooler who in-
tends to enroll at S.U. in his
frosh year, signs a National Col-
legiate Athletic Association let-
ter-of-intent. This pieceof paper
commits the school to a play-
er's athletic scholarship but
does not bind the boy to S.U.
If a sufficient number carry out
the red-inked letter's stipula-
tions, the basketball program
will be in the black.
Purcell of course seeks the
highest average of enrollees
possible.However, as the build-
ings at S.U. have risen so have
the academic standards. The
Core Curriculum has decimated
several freshman basketball
squads.
"We now seek a higher-cal-
bre man," stated Purcell. And
this he believes will be good
in the long-run for the Univer-
sity.
ANOTHER good stemming
from the recruiting is thechance
it results in for players to gain
an education. "This is our pri-
mary goal. We've run a clean
program in order to uplift the
varsity men and represent the
students well."
Many colleges still do not op-
erate a clean program,Purcell
affirms. Again, a coach can be
likened to a distance runner.
Not infrequently, competitors
will elbow and cut lanes to
purchase a victory. "We will
winina frameworkof integrity,"
saidPurcell.
Several years ago, a movie
called "The Loneliness of the
Long-Distance Runner" was re-
leased. Lionel Purcell could
play the principal role if the be-
ginningof the title was switched
to "The Determination.. ."
gHftrfUYt
LionelPurcell
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Spirits Sent Skyward
Editorial
Spirits was sent silently to its grave this year. The
cheeringsection at basketball games was a ragtagmass
of students seldom colorful or throaty.
For the benefit of freshmen, Spirits was a squared-off section
in the Coliseum for white-shirted students only. Its purpose lay in
compressing cheeringnoise and creating a solid bloc of color.
When the opposing team glimpsed a single flash of whiteness
rising up,its focus on the ball blurred. For white makes fright.
In the recently past season, all the S.U. home fans saw
amounted to a crowded color jumble.
NEXT SEASON, the ASSU Publicity Directorhopes to resur-
rect Spirits. Its form may be changed but its spirit will return.
John Petrie, the new director, plans to appoint someone to head
Spirits soon.
Petrie thinks that limiting Spirits to male students might in-
crease its effectiveness. A gatheringof masculine voices, shouting
in unison, could puncture any rival's morale. Unbeknownst to
Petrie, he is echoing a suggestion made recently by Coach Lionel
Purcell.
Purcell has traveled across the country and heard the cheers
and jeers of opposing schools. A male cheering body can be espe-
ciallyeffective
—
if it isn't intoxicated andobnoxious.
Petrie would set the number of Spirits members at four to
five hundred. This number is double what had been set for this
year.
HOWEVER, THE1966 versionof the Spirits never materialized.
Two reasons blocked its appearance. First, Tom Grimm, former
Publicity Director,and Tim Fountain,Spirit head, fought over sole
control of the Spiritualmedium. Secondly, a screening board for
selecting Spirit members was proposed and satisfied no one.
It is hoped that Petrie can name a Spirits moderator to whom
he will give judgment and authority. And that no screeningboard
will be formed to hand-pick Spirit members.
S.U. does need Spirits to lift it. Basketball mentor Purcell
considers the student body to be a "sixth man" on the court. The
home advantage in sports stems from student enthusiasm.
Purcell believes the 74-72 victory over the Texas Western
Miners, which was their only loss last year, was ignited bya stand-
ing student ovation.
With Spirits vocal and healthy next year, it can spur on the
varsity to better performance.
Six Baseballers Batting
Over .300 in 13 Games
Six batters on the Chieftain
baseball team are currently
above the .300 mark.
The S.U. hitters tend to be
runners and scramblers rather
than towering clouters. In 13
games this year, not oneof them
hassmashed a home run.
Freshman Stan Taloff leads
the teaminbattingaverage with
a .389. Lenny Fellez is number
one in runs produced and num-
ber two in hitting average. He
has a .341 mark, 16 RBIs and
five doubles.
Mike O'Brien and Steve Conk-
linare tied at .318. Louis Steven-
son carries a .308 average. Jeff
Lemon rounds out the six .300
batters.
Lemonalso paces the pitching
staff with four victories. Tim
Burke has started once, won
once, and had no earned runs
apainsthim.
Bill Tsoukalas has a 2-0 rec-
ord but a 4.50 e.r.a. Mike Acres
reverses the predicament of
Tsoukalas. He is 0-2 but has a
stingy1.50 e.r.a.
Ed Laßissionere's record is 1-1









TENNIS: Santa Clara,2 p.m.,
Santa Clara, California
BASEBALL: University of
Portland, 1:30 p.m., Portland,
Ore.
CREW: West Coast Crew As-




Noon, Monads vs. Cellar-Tril-
los
1:20 p.m., Action-Finders vs.
Aliis
FIELD 2:
Noon, Engneers vs. I-D's
1:20 p.m., Gaussians vs. Red
Onions
2:40 p.m., Merrymen vs.
Chamber
Boxing Smoker Ignites Tonight
ASSU Presidents Square Off:
Six scheduled boxing bouts
highlight the annual A Phi O
SmokerFridayat 8 p.m.Tickets
are $1 at the door for males;
25 cents for females.
THE MAINattractionfeatures
TomHamilton and GaryMeisen-
burg in a battle to determine
the strengths of the two ASSU
presidents. Neither one has met
at the ballotbox before but the
two will clash in a smaller en-
counter tomorrow.
Torso Tom and Grabber Gary
should pull no punches when
they collide in the ring.
The other five bouts pair Ron
Petersen and Dick Sanstrom,
Doug Wilson and Bill Shaw, Joe
Beaulieu and Tom West, Jim
Mallon and Lee Maskill, Nick
Kenney and Jim Shepard.
The Beaulieu -West match
should prove exciting since
neither one has been defeated
in his two previous bouts.
A TAG team wrestling bout
will follow the boxing. "Tiny
Tim" Fountain and "Bad" Brad
Doyle team against "Dynamite"
Duane Browning and "Burly"
Hurley Deßoin.
A karate exhibition also will
be featured. The program will
close with a bash-out. In this
melee, the last threesome in the
ring is the winner.
Clark "Trunk" Warren, Tom
"Piccadilly Corner" Robinson,
and Bob "Winston" Salem will
oppose Dan "Animal" Corby.
John "Taco" Hart and Jeff
Comfort "Station" in the bash-
out.
More boxing bouts are being
arranged for the A Phi 0 card.
The boxers will go three, three-
minute rounds and use 16 ounce
gloves.
PRESIDENT FOR PUGILIST: Tom Hamilton and Gary
Meisenburg,normally office-seekers, will seek the title of




Business students, do all the budget
problems balance-except your own?
An NB ofC Special Checkingaccountmayhelpyou stay in the
black! A great way to organize your budget and provides a
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Male Professors Resort to Sport
By TERRY ZAREMBA
The varsity sports teams
do not harbor all of the
University's top athletes.
Believe it or not, some of
S.U.'s professors fall into'
that category.
For instance take Dr. Andre
Yandl, the head of the mathe-
matics department. If he ex-
hibits a certain adeptness of
hand about the blackboard, it
is no wonder. Dr. Yandl is a
champion table tennis player.
Dr. Yandl says that he's been
playing "ping-pong" for many
years. In '49 he won his first
major title and in '56 he won the
Washington State Championship.
"AN INTERESTING thing
happened in that tournament,"
Dr. Yandl relates. "My special-
ty is defense and Iran into an
opponent who played primarily
defense. The match (best three




Yandl gave up the game while
he studied for his doctorate. He
plays occasionally now, but
mostly for recreational pur-
poses.
Fr.Michael Toulouse, "the in-
sincere cynic" of S.U. philoso-
phy department, cannot be la-
beled a great athlete. But he is
an above average golfer and
bowler. Besides that he's fun to
interview.
"I'ma 10 or 11 handicap golf-
er (low80's)," he confides. "But
Ihaven't had much time to golf
this year because Fr. Kaufer
(the head of the PhilosophyDe-
partment) assigned me after-
noon classes."
FR. TOULOUSE claims to be
a 183-average bowler, too. Con-
clusion: Fr. Toulouse is a good
sport.
Mr. Robert Harmon of the
History Department is one of
the few faculty members to pa-
tronize the impromptu basket-
ball games played in the gym
in the afternoon. He can be
found there most any afternoon
playing "half-court" with some
students.
"Ijust play for the fun," says
the history professor. Mr. Har-
mon always playshard and gets
his share of the points and re-
bounds in the rough and tumble
games.
Perhaps the most proficient
of the faculty's athletes is Fr.
Francis Logan, a French in-
structor. He's been winning
handball titles for 30 years or
more.
FR. LOGAN has been associ-
ated with Seattle University
(Seattle College) since '38. He
can recall playing handball in
anold gym in front of where the
Old Science Building is located
now.
"Handball should be a great
sport for Seattle with its rainy
weather," Father stated. He ex-
pressed hope in coaching hand-
ballonce the physical education
center is completed. Father Lo-
gan's most recent title came in
'64 when he teamed with Bill
Adkisson to win the Northwest
Masters' title championship.
Ithink we can conclude that,
for these teachers, in the main
it's still the brain, but some-
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Softball Set
Intramural softball teams,
dampened down and hamp-
ered from starting by rains,
will try again Sunday to beat
the water-filled clouds.
The scheduled six games
will be played at Washington





continuing lower electric rates!
Public Utility Districts of Washington will spend
more than $54 million this year in capital improve-
ments throughout Washington. Just like a prudent
businessman, who budgets for the future, the PUDs
are planning ahead. Improved services from new
utility plant,a great portion financed out of current
earningsand thusdebt-free, willhelp guaranteecon-
tinuinglower publicpowerrates for PUDcustomers.
$30 million is allocated to complete Wells Dam on
the Columbia River,which willadd millions of low-
cost kilowatt-hours to the state's power supply.
Another $24 million will go into new PUD facilities
in many areas — such as substations, feeder lines,
street light additions, transformers and other equip-
ment needed to keep pace with the state's booming
growth.
Lower public powerrates saved Washington electric
customers more than $62 million last year — money
left to bolster local economy.PUD improvementsin
1967 will enable even greatersavings.PUDs byplan-
ning ahead continue to provide the best possible
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ARTIST PHOTOGRAPHERS
"Where Photography is still an Art"
1426 sth Ave. MA 4-5535
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Mary North, director of the local travel agency bearing her name, displays
a poster used to publicize the first "co-ed" tour of Europe for students in
thePacific Northwest.
was aware that too many tours Each yearmoreand more stu-
placed the young students in the dents are enriching their cul-
company of older travelers and tural lives and broadeningtheir
there was little or no sharing horizons by travel, Mrs. North
of interests or recreations. stated in announcing the "Co-Ed
"By settingup a tourdesigned Tour." Properly planned and
specifically for high school and chaperoned group travel has
college students, properly and proven the best for American
adequatelychaperoned, we feel students, she said, permitting
we are adding a new dimension more time to "see" the conti-
to the youths' experienceof go- nent, reducing the cost and en-
ingabroad. abling each young traveler to
"We will have the services of have the maximum enjoyment
Father Gordon Toner, S.J., for- with students of his own back-
mer principal of Spokane's Gon- groundand interests,
zaga High and now Rector and "There are pitfalls in Euro-
President of Jesuit Highin Port- pean travel," Mrs. North de-
land, as chaperone," Mrs.North clared, "and as a mother and
said. Father Toner will be re- travel agent, Iwould urge all
membered as having served as student tourists to book their
chaplain at Seattle University trips with care. A well-escorted
for three years. Because of his and supervisedtrip, planned for
background and experience,the both the maximum of educa-
Jesuit educator is considered an tional sightseeing and time for
outstanding authority on youth fun and frolic should be the
and is exceptionally well quali- criterion."
fied to supervise them during Mrs. North also cautioned stu-
their European tour, the travel dent tourists to ascertain what
executive said. is included in the cost of their
The tour is scheduled to leave tour and what they may be ex-
Seattle June 9, with the first pected to pay for as "extras"
stop in Paris. Other points of when theyarriveabroad,
interest on the itinerary will be In explaining the handling of
covered in visits to Holland, the young people on this trip,
Germany, Austria, Italy, Swit- Mrs. North said the students
zerland and Spain. The flights are usually puzzled about such
to and from Europe will be matters as budgeting time and
made by jet plane, with Euro- money, what to buy, whom to
pean travel being done by both date, where to go to church
air and motorcoach. and similar problems. "With
Father Toner as chaperone and
supply answers to the best of
our ability," Mrs. North said.
"But, we prefer to aid the young
people to make their own deci-
sions. This is their trip, their
iHSwgfe' adventure, and it would be as




relations as in cultural enrich-
'■" -^i,^ to aid the student to develop
self-sufficiency."
■^^ *^§P Young people interested in se-
enjoyable companions may con-
Byfl tact the Marv North Travel
Father Gordon Toner.SJ Agency, Inc., 3701 SW Alaska
Named Tour Chaperone St., Seattle 98126.
Paid Advertisement
(PAIDAPVERTISEMENT)
Mary North Agency Announces
Unique 'Co-Ed' Tour Of Europe
For Pacific Northwest Students
Youth of the Pacific North- Wj&JM
west planning a European tour ItSmXthis summer will have a unique $tM:
opportunity to visit nine coun- HRH
tries in 22 days on a chaperoned Wr^^
co-educational trip that is be-
lieved to be the first of its kind ifite^B^plannedin the Northwest. § g|||
Conducted by the Mary North "«L mJ**^JS!islW^"-
Travel Service, Inc., 3701 SW W^-| ■^'W^t 1̂^ l§t£Alaska St., Seattle, one of the > Wr^^ '■^i-%i Jg&jjM*area's outstanding travel bu- T »«^ |; *̂Jsm *\^m§MljLreaus, this agency has planned H : m^ffl^ "]^^^^^the widely popular Seattle Uni- | k^^BF
versity tours for the past 11 H f^tfH
The new European trip is es- IflM H " kf^fcte' " :>P^^^^fe^^'S
pecially designed to appeal to I B jLW^ J^^^^^'^^^^^&the young people. It will pro- i|| 1W
vide them with a lasting educa- m, jjp
tional experience as well as the B l^^flPHcompanionshipof youths in their
own age brackets. Speaking as RMM^^^jH
a mother, Mrs. North said she
SEATTLE UNIVERSITY SUMMER TOURS
1967
an invitation for students,alumni, teachers, parents, friends
■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■I?f:^!:'~!v'^'r TrPSpp^"~^PP*
B^^BJP^B < k&k* *>tP^?%»;<
s^Bßt > '£"'> -'^Bii-'■''■' j3 * 1 :^jBBBBBBBfe'* >.'. j.-. %&&sLi&^^
BBBB^^Bi li V if ife-l^
iflLC' ■—-■■■ Jv wirnriinirttf'■ '■■""^< stt''" " HBP1-Jj' ' -'''' i^T 1;S
Fr.Axer Fr.O'Leary Fr. Brady
To Europe To the Middle East
5-week tour (June 16-July 26) 33 days (June 17-July 20) observing
through the highlights of the cul- the biblical,archeological and religi-
tural and religious treasure with ous history of such countries as Israel,
an experience of the social and Jordan, Lebanon, Egypt and Syria
political contributions of 9 coun- with a look at their religious and
tries with option of others. Father political contributions.




No other plan gives you so much withsuch expert guidance for such
a reasonable price, including all expenses from Seattle and back
to Seattle plus insurance. For further information contact Mary




June 10 Return July I
July 5 Return July 26
July 15 Return Aug. 5
Aug. 6 Return Aug. 26
Sept. 16 Return Oct. 7
For information and brochures contact
MARY NORTH TRAVEL SERVICE
Your Catholic Irish Travel Agent. 3701 S.W. Alaska St.. Seattle
